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CONTEXT
Bridgewater’s ability to deliver good services for customers and provide a solid platform
for improvement depends on our ability to make the most of our property assets.
Financial inflows and outflows are dominated by income from assets and the expenditure
required to look after them. Poor strategic asset management decisions may result in
wasted resources and other, often longer term, inefficiencies. Strategic asset
management can be a creative process and the best social landlords will be focussed on
the asset management issues of greatest importance to them. Good strategic asset
management is core business for Bridgewater’s Board and is developed alongside and
compliments the business planning process.
There is no simple blueprint to be applied to the development of an asset management
strategy for Bridgewater. This strategic approach to asset management is not a new
concept to the association nor materially different to what Bridgewater is already doing
following the publication of our first Asset Management Strategy some years ago.
Good asset management is a creative process. It involves good understanding, good
information, good thinking and effective action, all built around the concerted efforts and
application of Bridgewater’s staff and Board. There are some basic principles for
strategic asset management apply to all social landlords but the practical way that they
should be applied will vary widely across the range of social landlords in Scotland.
The Scottish Housing Regulator has produced guidance for Registered Social landlords in
developing their Asset Management Strategies and we have used this guidance
extensively in producing ours.
The best organisations focus on the things that really matter. The energies of
Bridgewater’s staff and Board are invested in getting the most out of the association’s
assets for the benefit of current and future customers, within a local and national
context. Our strategy has been designed to help us achieve this objective.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
The origins of the Association lie in the decision by government during the 1980s to
divest Scottish Homes, formerly the Housing Corporation in Scotland and the Scottish
Special Housing Association, of its landlord role in Scotland. In December 1997, tenants
of Scottish Homes in Erskine voted to support the transfer of ownership and
management of their homes to Bridgewater Housing Association Ltd. On 15 April 1998
the transfer of 946 houses and flats and 499 garages into community ownership took
place. Bridgewater also took ownership of and responsibility for the maintenance of 32
hectares of green open spaces, over 18 miles of unadopted footpaths, over 250
unadopted car parking areas and several small unadopted roadways. Bridgewater must
ensure that appropriate and targeted investment is made in both its built and non-built
assets.
The Association’s open spaces, and particularly green spaces, contribute significantly to
the popularity and amenity of the area for residents of all tenures. Their effective
maintenance and management have a systemic influence over the reputation of the
Association and have a positive effect on the value of the housing stock generally.
Bridgewater’s LSVT stock is contained within the 3 main estate areas of Bargarran, North
Barr and Park Mains where 3,391 houses and flats were built by the Scottish Special
Housing Association between 1974 and 1983. Up to the time of the stock transfer 2445
properties had been sold under Right to Buy (RTB) legislation. Between 1998 and 2015
Bridgewater sold a further 303 LSVT properties under RTB. During the same period a
total of 62 former SSHA properties were acquired by Bridgewater through the Rental off
the Shelf (ROTS) and Mortgage to Rent (MTR) initiatives, utilising available grant and the
Association purchased one property using its own resources entirely. The Association
also purchased an additional garage in 2006 bringing the total number in its ownership
to 500. The garages are predominantly located in Bargarran and North Barr with smaller
numbers located in Park Mains and as will be seen later, are in consistently high
demand.
In early 2002 Bridgewater began the process of increasing its stock numbers through the
development of new-build social rented property. Renfrewshire Council’s Local Housing
Strategy and Strategic Housing Investment Plan identified the need for Extra Care and
amenity housing within the Erskine area. This requirement was concomitant with the
Association’s strategic ambition to increase stock numbers, and to meet the demand
from residents who wish to preserve their social capital by remaining in the area as their
housing needs potentially progress from mainstream, to sheltered and then to extra care
housing. By 2006 46 Extra Care flats and 9 wheelchair and amenity flats had been built
at Clayson House and Rashielee Drive. Consistently high demand for mainstream family
housing led to the development of a further 92 mainstream houses and flats at Barholm
Drive and Barholm Crescent in 2012/13, increasing the Association’s total stock
available for rent to its current number of 853 units.
The Association has two main areas of focus in terms of investment priorities over the
period of this strategy. The first is to ensure its older stock, which are its least energy
efficient properties, are brought up to the Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing
(EESSH) by 2020 and the second is to ensure that Bridgewater’s position of being 100%
SHQS compliant is sustainably maintained.
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Bridgewater’s sheltered housing stock comprises 94 sheltered houses and flats divided
into 3 separate complexes located at Cullen, Blantyre Court and Mains Drive, which
together with 2 houses used as staff and community facilities, were included in the stock
transfer from Scottish Homes. A third community flat was converted back to a
mainstream housing unit in 2011 as part of an ongoing process to streamline housing
support services costs.
Mainstream and Extra Care housing accounts for 89% of the association’s housing stock,
and all property types in all locations are in consistently high demand. The remaining
11% of the stock, or 96 units including community houses, is sheltered housing, which
was created by Scottish Homes in the mid-1980s through the partial conversion of
mainstream housing. This process of partial conversion was not entirely successful and
involved several significant compromises which have had a detrimental effect on
lettability. In particular many of the properties do not meet modern accessibility criteria,
effectively eliminating applicants with mobility issues, resulting in lower demand from
precisely the frail/elderly group that it is intended to house. Solutions for improving
accessibility have proven to be financially unfeasible and consequently Bridgewater
considers its sheltered housing to be cause for concern stock. Although strategies to
mitigate the impact of low demand have been devised and implemented, its future
viability looks uncertain.
Meeting the expectations of current and future tenants will require targeted and effective
investment in Bridgewater’s property assets of all types. Our housing must be fit for
purpose, accessible and energy efficient. It must also be affordable, well maintained,
warm, comfortable, safe and secure. We must also continue to provide an attractive
external environment with well maintained green spaces that make our estates desirable
places to live in, promote demand and sustain the value of our built assets. This Asset
Management Strategy sets out how these aspirations will be achieved.
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SECTION 2 – INVOLVING THE RIGHT PEOPLE
The Association understands that asset management is not just the sole responsibility of
one person or even one department in the organisation. Rather it is the responsibility of
everyone who works for Bridgewater either directly or indirectly and those people who
have a governing role in the organisation. Consequently our approach to asset
management is comprehensive in its approach and holistic in its “reach” and it is
embedded in our Corporate Business Plan and our planning cycle.
Increasingly the organisation is aware that our staff cannot work in silos and that if we
are to protect our assets and make them ‘work’ for the association our people need to
work collaboratively and across departmental responsibilities in order to improve and do
things better.
Almost everyone in the organisation therefor has a part to play in getting the most out of
homes as assets. The history of the development of asset management thinking
suggests that challenges in working across the organisation are often an obstacle to
progress. Nevertheless we believe that a whole-organisation approach can get you much
further. For example, a responsive landlord providing good housing management, an
attractive environment and high quality services may achieve far more to improve an
unpopular building than capital investment alone.
An example which illustrates that an integrated approach to asset management delivers
positive outcomes is in relation to voids. Homes bring value to the Association when they
are let and tenancies are sustained and they are usually draining value in several ways
when they are void. Rapid, low-cost re-letting of voids is an excellent asset management
approach, enhanced by a housing management approach that sustains tenancies, saves
on repair costs, management costs, maximizes rental income, keeps estates looking
their best and allows someone to get their new home as early as possible. It involves a
range of people within the organisation working across operational boundaries, many of
whom would not in the past have realised how important their part of the process
actually is. We have a very well developed, integrated and collaborative approach to void
management which delivers significant benefits for the organisation and for its tenants.
We apply a similar philosophy when complaints are made about the services we provide.
Often a customer’s dissatisfaction is the result of not just a single failure of process, but
are often causes by a chain of events across several departments. We know that a joined
up, integrated response in situations like this will bring about the changes in procedure
or practice that are necessary to deliver sustainable service improvements. Our ability to
analyze the root causes of these failures, to learn lessons and to implement changes are
key drivers in improving and refining our services and the management of our assets.
In developing this strategy we established a working group comprising key personnel
from across the organisation, together with Board Members who had a particular
expertise in this area. The collaboration proved to be positive and resulted in a more
holistic approach to the management of the Associations assets.
In addition our reporting mechanisms and key performance indicators reflect a desire to
ensure that our assets are performing at their optimum and work positively for the good
of the organisation and are not draining resources unnecessarily from the business.
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SECTION 3 – UNDERSTANDING OUR CUSTOMER BASE
3.1

UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMERS

RESILIENCE
During 2014 the Association commissioned Atlas Research to carry out some research in
to the attitudes of our customers and to, some extent, examine the issue of Resilience in
our communities. The survey looked at: tenant involvement, wealth, health, crime, value
for money, repairs and complaints and it gave us some insight into what our customers
were worried about both financially and in the community and a chance to test the levels
of poor health in the community which might affect housing need in the future.
TENANT INVOLVEMENT
A previous survey by the Association indicated that the Association needed to become
better at involving people in decisions that affect them. The Association was keen to
validate the figure and discovered that over 70% of people asked agreed that we should
do more to get people involved in decisions that affect them. People were asked to
provide examples of ways in which the Association could improve. These included
newsletters, letters, more surveys, and meetings. This is a challenging area for the
Association since attendance at meetings is consistently very poor. However we are
setting ourselves an objective to improve our public meetings and their attendance.
WEALTH
Only 50% of customers thought that their income was enough to live a reasonable
lifestyle without having to worry about it. When we asked them how much additional
income they would need the mean average amount was just over £250 per month. This
is perhaps not surprising since over 60% of our customers qualify for full or partial
housing benefit. This question is also related to our desire to find out what our
customers think about the value of renting from the Association. Only 11% of customers
thought that they received little value for money when they discovered how much it cost
to rent privately.
HEALTH
Only 38% of customers thought that their health was good with most people saying their
health was fair or bad and 6% of customers saying their health was bad. Compared with
this time last year 30% said their healthy was worse and just under 30% said it was the
same. However over 80% of people can access health services easily and just under
80% have family members who can provide them with support. Around 60% of
customers talk to their neighbours often with 35% talking to their neighbours
occasionally, indicating that there is a significant degree of neighbourliness in Erskine.
However there is also a sense of people’s health deteriorating which may have a direct
effect on their ability to stay in their own home without support and their long term
housing needs.
CRIME
Only 24% of people are worried about crime and most of these are worried about breakins. Fewer than 40% are worried about young people behaving badly or anti-social
behaviour and 30% are worried about more serious crime. However just under 70% of
customers think that relevant agencies are doing enough about dealing with crime.
Nevertheless that means that a significant number of people, one in every three, do not.
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This may have implications for the work we do with our partners but also our
environmental works and engagement with young people in Erskine.
3.2
CUSTOMER ASPIRATIONS & NEEDS
We have extensive data on customer aspiration in terms of access to housing.
Profile of Waiting List Applicants March 04 – March 12
Table 3 (i) (source: Lettings Plans)
New Accessi Transfer
bility
March 04
March 05
March 06
March 07
March 08
March 09
March 10
March 11
March 12

979
91%
1615
93%
1097
88%
1221
88%
1295
88%
1519
87%
1047
85%
728
80%
1077
82%

21
2%
28
2%
45
4%
50
4%
57
4%
62
4%
50
4%
49
5%
74
6%

17
2%
18
1%
19
2%
22
2%
23
2%
29
2%
31
2%
36
4%
53
4%

Comm
Care/
Supp
Living
3
0%
3
0%
1
0%
0
0%
2
0%
2
0%
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%

HOMES

2
0%
0
0%
1
0%
1
0%
2
0%
n/a
0%
n/a
0%
n/a
0%
n/a
n/a

Sheltered
(including
future
safeguard)
54
5%
74
4%
79
6%
86
6%
96
6%
101
6%
82
7%
77
9%
81
6%

Extra
Care

TOTAL

Sheltered
(including
future
safeguard)
107
16%
114
13%
74
11%

Extra
Care

TOTAL

18
3%
28
3%
14
2%

657
100%
896
100%
667
100%

1076
100%
1738
100%
1242
100%
1380
100%
1475
100%
1739
100%
1237
100%
906
100%
1306
100%

26
1%
27
2%
16
2%
21
2%

Profile Of Waiting List Applicants March 04 – March 12
Table 3(ii) (source: Lettings Plans)
Hous’g Mobility Transfer
Need
March 13
March 14
March 15

347
52%
486
54%
361
54%

50
8%
69
8%
63
9%

10
2%
14
1%
17
3%

Supp
Living

No
housing
need

0
0%
0
0%
0
0%

125
19%
185
21%
138
21%

*Applicants with no housing need were previously included in overall number of ‘new’
applicants
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Tables 3(i) & 3(ii) show that:
• Transfers consistently account for only a small percentage of the overall housing
list.
• Around 20% of applicants on the housing have no assessed need under the
terms of our Allocations Policy, so the basis of these applications is purely
aspirational
• Applicants with general housing needs consistently make up the majority of the
housing list
Transfer Tenants Aspirations
• At May 2015, 16 of our tenants are actively seeking a transfer to another
Bridgewater house: 13 wish to upsize and 3 to downsize.
• Upsize – 13 wish to move from a 2 bedroom property to a 3 bedroom
• Downsize – 2 from a 2 bedroom to 1 bedroom; and 1 from a 4 bedroom to a 2
bedroom.
• The turnover of our empty properties (on average 55 per year) means that
demand for our housing far outweighs housing supply, particularly for new
applicants, and consequently we cannot meet the aspirations of the majority of
transfer applicants. This has been the case since 1998, and is projected to
continue.
Tenant Aspirations - Accessibility
Sustaining Tenancies - Medical Adaptations
The ability to accommodate needs of households affected by ill health, disability or
impaired mobility is an important factor in sustaining tenancies. As can be seen at Table
3(xvi) the average age of Bridgewater’s tenants is 56 and more than a quarter are 71 or
older. This results in a significant number of requests for medical adaptations,
particularly, although not exclusively, from older tenants. For tenants and their
households, remaining in the family home rather than moving to alternative types of
housing is often their first choice. Bridgwater is responsive to the needs of tenants in
these circumstances and supports the principle that tenants and other registered
occupants should continue to live in their homes for as long as is practical and desirable.
Table 3(iii) illustrates the significant number and value of medical adaptations carried
out to Bridgewater properties on behalf of tenants following an assessment of a
householder’s needs by an occupational therapist.
Table 3(iii): Medical adaptations carried out between 2010 and 2015
Year

Completed
adaptations
33
22
48
43
45
191

Value of work

The value of adaptations carried
out has remained consistent over
2010-11
£45,354
this period and averages around
2011-12
£59,000
£50,000 each year, with the
2012-13
£52,330
substantial majority of funding
2013-14
£45,565
provided through Stage III HAG.
2014-15
£52,332
With the average age of
Bridgewater’s tenants set to
Totals
£254,581.00
increase, the current scale of
adaptations looks set to continue for the foreseeable future. It should be noted however
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that Bridgewater’s capacity to continue with this scale of adaptations remains heavily
dependent on grant funding. Where possible the associations work with health and care
providers to design and install bath/shower rooms and kitchens under capital contracts
to reduce costs and improve general levels of accessibility.
Tenant Aspirations – Right to Buy
Our June 2011 Customer Satisfaction Survey (256 face to face interviews) included an
aspirational question on whether tenants had the desire to acquire their home under
Right to Buy.
15% of tenants interviewed stated that they would exercise their right to buy at some
point in the future, and 20% were undecided. Of these tenants, the majority were unsure
when they would do this, as illustrated in Chart 3(iv).
Chart 3(iv) – Tenants aspiring to buy their homes

Q82 If yes, when do you aim to do this?
56.8%

16.2%

18.9%

5.4%
2.7%

0.0%

Under 6
months

Between 6 Between 1 Between 3
and 12
and 3 years and 5 years
months

Over 5
years

Don't know

14 properties have been sold through RTB between 2011/12 and 14/15, with the
highest number of sales in 13/14 (8 sales – relates to between 1 and 3 years). A
sustained increase in RTB activity had been projected as a result of the abolition of RTB
in the Housing (Scotland) Act 2014 (effective date 1 August 2016), however this has not
yet materialised. There were no live RTB applications at the end of 14/15, however a
small number of sales are predicted during the year. If the number of tenant aspiring to
buy their homes were to unfold, a jump in sales could occur in 15/16.
Future Aspirations
The Association is currently engaging with Impact Arts on a community arts project. The
aim of the project is to inspire local residents to engage with artists, and to use the arts
as a way of being empowered to take ownership of their area. It is hoped that the newly
formed community at Rashielee North will become more cohesive as a result, and be
able to work together to achieve common goals.
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It is further hoped that the process of bringing residents together to think about their
local environment, and aspirations for the future, will improve community participation
and potentially lead to the creation of a residents group.
A further opportunity exists to consult on and develop a mini arts strategy, designed to
create opportunities for future arts work between the Association and its residents.
3.3

HOUSING NEED AND DEMAND

Taking Account of our full range of Customers
Bridgewater is part of a sector which provides services to the most disadvantaged
sections of the community. Our housing stock aims to provide quality, secure housing to
a wide range of people in a variety of house types:
•
•
•

•

•

General needs housing – houses and flats with no special features
Housing for disabled persons - purpose built housing for disabled persons with
wide door openings, turning space and suitable kitchen and bedroom layouts.
Sheltered housing - housing for older residents, or those with particular needs,
who need some support to live at home. Offers housing support provided by a
Housing Support Officer and/or emergency cover from a call centre. Has access
to communal lounges for social activities.
Amenity housing – housing designed to meet the needs of older people, with
particular features (such as raised electric sockets, handrails and non-slip flooring
in kitchens and bathrooms); Lift access to upper flats.
Extra care housing – very sheltered housing with the provision of additional care
and support services. Its aim is to provide older people with their own home, so
that they continue to live independently with any care and support that they need
coming directly to them. Our Developments at Robertson House and Clayson
House offer good quality housing, forming part of a complex with additional
communal facilities; provision of meals; and a 24 hour care and support service.

Our Allocations Policy is essential in helping us to meet our strategic aim to provide and
manage good quality housing at an affordable rent. In addition we aim to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comply with all relevant law and good practice in the allocation of our housing.
Maintain an “open” waiting list allowing people to apply and be assessed for
housing at any time. Anyone aged 16 years or over may apply.
Deal with all applicants fairly, consistently, without prejudice and in keeping with
our Equality & Diversity Policy.
Let our houses to applicants with the highest housing need.
Let properties based on personal choice or aspiration where this is compatible
with the overarching aim of our Allocations Policy.
Offer applicants housing that meets their needs
Make best use of our available housing
Give people as much choice as possible
Promote access to housing to all sections of the community
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In allocating our housing, we operate a ‘Group Plus Priority’ system, whereby applicants
fall into one of 5 groups, with a priority which reflects the level of their housing
need/s. The groups and priorities are reflected in Table 3(v):
Table 3(v) - Priority Groups
Group 1
Group 2
Statutorily
Mobility need
homeless
–
unintentionally
homeless,
in
priority need

Group 3
Housing Need

Group 4
Transfers
Bridgewater
tenants
with
housing need

Group 5
All applicants
with no housing
need

We allocate housing by setting annual targets for each of the 5 priority groups. The
targets are a percentage of the overall lets in a year and show the lets that we aim to
give to each group. They will be based on the estimated turnover of our empty properties;
the number of applicants within each group; the needs that people have; and our
commitment to assist Renfrewshire Council house statutory homeless households.
Targets are reviewed during each year and will be changed if necessary to reflect the
actual turnover of properties and the housing need within the overall housing list.
A separate assessment process exists for our supported housing – sheltered and extra
care – and we work with partners such as Renfrewshire Council Joint Commissioning
Team and RAMH, to enable applicants with particular needs to secure accommodation.
Extra Care housing applications are assessed through a 3 part process:
•
•
•

Bridgewater staff are responsible for assessing housing need
Renfrewshire Council Social Work staff is responsible for assessing applicants'
care and housing support needs.
A Joint Allocations Panel determines the overall priority to be given to individual
applications.

The Association recognises the benefits for both itself as landlord, and tenants and
owner-occupiers as customers, of promoting and improving partnership throughout
Erskine. Consequently, the Association is committed to ensuring that there are on-going
opportunities for all tenants to participate in the design and delivery of their housing
service. Similarly we will promote opportunities for owners to participate in the service
areas which affect them.
Our Community Participation Policy and Community Participation Strategy outline our
commitment to involving tenants and tenants/residents organisations in the decisions
about their homes and communities, and how this will be achieved.
We aim to take account of the views and circumstances of the full range of our
customers through a variety of mechanisms including (but not restricted to):
•

•

3 yearly customer satisfaction surveys – including face to face interviews of
approximately 40% of tenants; and a cross section of owner occupiers (factored
flats and house owners)
Mystery Shopping Exercises
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•

•
•
•
•
•

Consultation meetings at our Sheltered Housing Developments and regular
consultation on policies affecting the service. Feedback is documented in
newsletters
Quarterly liaison meetings at Clayson House and ad hoc meetings at Robertson
House
Annual surveys (now by telephone) on rent reviews and service issues
Annual Tenants Conference
AGM
Liaison with formal and informal carers, and support providers.

We also aim to engage with ‘hard to reach groups’ – customers who do not particularly
want to engage with us; or who find it difficult to engage through age, infirmity of
disability. We are unaware of language barriers to participation. We will seek to break
through barriers via the planning group for the 2015 Tenants Conference.
3.4

SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS

A snapshot of our tenant base at March 15 is illustrated in the following table:
Table 3(vi): Summary of tenant base
Circumstances
Number of properties

Number
853 (excludes 2 sheltered
housing Community Houses)
Number leased to Renfrewshire Council as temporary 3
homeless accommodation
Number of tenants at March 15
856 (includes joint tenants)
Ethnic origin
848 (white)
Number of tenants in receipt of Housing Benefit 592 (70%)
during 14/15
Number of tenants who consider themselves to be 262
disabled
Historical housing benefit data shows a consistently high proportion of tenants relying on
HB to pay their housing costs.
Table 3(vii): Housing Benefit Uptake
Year
% of tenants on full HB % tenants on partial HB
11/12
12/13

46%
41%

20%
22%

13/14
14/15

Data not available
Data not available

Data not available
Data not available

Total % of tenants on
HB at year end
66%
63%
Number and % of
tenants in receipt of HB
during the year
609 (72%)
592 (70%)

In August 2014, the Association commissioned Arneil Johnston consultants to undertake
an affordability analysis of our rents. The Association is critically aware that providing
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homes for ‘affordable rent’ is the core business for housing associations in Scotland,
and has consequently sought to obtain tenants’ views on affordability through annual
rent review surveys; the 3 yearly customer satisfaction survey; and targeted telephone
surveys through independent research companies.
The striking conclusions of the report were:
•
•
•

the proportion of household budgets being spent on rent - a third of respondents
spending more than 30% of their household income on their housing costs;
where 25% of a household’s income is spent on housing costs, an average of
55% of BHA tenants cannot afford our rents; and
where households devote 30% of their income on housing costs, 42% of BHA
tenants cannot afford our rents.

Household Incomes
In order to establish the income profile of households (to assess the affordability of
housing tenures), Arneil Johnston analysed the 2012 CACI Paycheck income data. The
CACI Paycheck data provides household income data for every postcode in the UK. On
this basis, the income profiles for Erskine take into account households across all
housing tenures, rather than simply Bridgewater tenants.
This data enabled Arneil Johnston to understand the level and distribution of incomes
by standard income bandings. The outcomes of their analysis are shown in the following
chart:
Chart 3(viii): Income distribution analysis

The graph illustrates that there has been an increase in the proportion of households
within the lowest income banding in Erskine from 17% in 2010 to 22% of households
in 2012. There has also been an increase in the number of households within the
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highest income banding from 27% in 2010 to 29% in 2012. This results in everincreasing income inequality level within households in Erskine.
As part of the rent affordability analysis,
the Association commissioned Atlas
Research to carry out a primary research telephone survey. The survey was carried
out in October 2014, and included 151 respondents - 94 of these had been
interviewed in the June 2014 telephone survey.
The survey also set out to profile current household circumstances and the proportion
of income devoted to housing costs, both current and at preferred levels.
The respondents to the survey were mixed in terms of household profile, with the
greatest proportion being single adults aged 65 or over, which accounted for almost a
third of tenants that participated (31%). Most of the remaining participants were
distributed relatively evenly between single adults aged under 65 (15%), single parent
families, couples aged 65 or over and couples where at least one adult is under 65
(all 13%, respectively), and two parent families (11%). The remaining participants
(6%) were categorised as ‘other’.
In terms of the participants’ employment status, half of the respondents were retired.
This is perhaps unsurprising given the high proportion of respondents who are 65 or
over. Almost a fifth of tenants were in full or part time employment (18%), and slightly
less have a disability or long term illness (17%). 10% of participants are unemployed.
In terms of tenants’ income profiles, participants were asked to provide an estimated
household income, and also the welfare benefits which they receive. On this basis,
the gross income of each respondent was calculated. The graph below shows the
proportion of tenants within each of the income bandings.
Graph 3(ix): Income Profile of BHA Tenants
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As shown above, approximately half of the tenants surveyed earn less than £15,500 on
an annual basis (49%), and more than a third earn between £15,500 and £25,000
annually (37%). The remaining participants earn above this; the majority of whom earn
between £25,000 and £30,000 annually (8%).
Whilst the CACI Paycheck data shows that the greatest proportion of households in
Erskine earn more than £50,000 on an annual basis (27%, as shown in Chart 3 viii), the
considerable proportion of households earning less than £15,000 is evident in both
income profile datasets.
Welfare Benefit Reform – FLAIR response to tackling poverty in Renfrewshire
In conjunction with our partners in FLAIR, we launched our Welfare Rights Service in
January 2007 as part of our wider role activity. The service operated at Bridgewater 1
day per week. The service was set up to help tackle poverty experienced by customers
of the FLAIR associations, initially employing two full time Welfare Rights Officers. The
service was to complement existing services in Renfrewshire and East Renfrewshire,
such as Money Advice, Advice Works and Citizens Advice Bureau.
The main role of the Welfare Rights Officers is to provide information and advice on all
aspects of Welfare Rights, and specifically on Housing Benefits, in order to maximise the
income of FLAIR tenants.
•
•

590 referrals were made to our service between January 2007 and January
2013. The majority of Bridgewater clients were in the 25-49 and 60+ age bands.
In excess of £61,000 was secured in back-dated HB, and our tenants benefited
from over £32,000 in other benefits during the life of the project.

Bridgewater’s service was extended to 3 days per week from April 2013.
•
•

During 13/14, 80 tenants were referred to the service and 53 tenants engaged
(66%).
During 14/15, the Welfare Rights Officer dealt with 127* cases. Gains achieved
through the year were as follows:
o actual Housing Benefit (HB) backdates and lump sums - £31,056
o other actual benefit gains including lump sum Discretionary Housing
Payments (DHPs) - £53,710
o projected gains, including ongoing HB and DHPs - £230,883
(*gain may be higher as a number of cases remain live)

Through Support and Connect funding, additional services have been provided to support
tenants affected by Welfare Benefit reform measures. Bridgewater’s referrals during
14/15 were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Total household referrals
RAMH Financial Literacy
Moneyworks RWCU
Energy Advice
Life skills

102
10
38
89
24

Life skills vouchers were issued to the sum of £1,050. These were generally for furniture
and carpets.
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Overall financial gain to tenants through energy advice and financial literacy advocacy
was £4,299.
Gain may be higher as a number of 14/15 cases will be closed down during 15/16.
Outcomes of our wider role activity expose the vulnerability of a number of our new and
existing tenants, and the support required to assist people sustain their tenancies.
3.5

DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE & CHANGES TO TENANT PROFILES

A. Household Re-lets
Tenant profiles have been captured in our Lettings Plan since 2003/04 and reveal that
single females and families with a female head of household consistently represent the
majority of household, as Table 3(x) indicates:
Table 3(x) Household Re-lets 03/04 – 11/12

Year

Single
Male

Joint
Male

Single
Female

Joint
Female

Couple

03/04

7
(17%)
6
(9%)
7
(19%)
8
(15%)
8
(16%)
12
(17%)
10
(17%)
12
(20%)
11
(20%)
81
(16.5%)

0

15
(36%)
13
(20%)
17
(46%)
10
(18%)
13
(25%)
21
(30%)
31
(53%)
12
(20%)
22
(39%)
154
(31%)

0

7
(16%)
12
(19%)
2
(5%)
14
(26%)
8
(16%)
9
(13%)
7
(12%)
10
(17%)
8
(14%)
77
(16%)

04/05
05/06
06/07
07/08
08/09
09/10
10/11
11/12
Totals

0
0
0
0
0
1
(2%)
1
(2%)
0
(0%)
2
(0.5%)

0
0
2
(4%)
0
0
0
4
(7%)
O
(0)
6
(1%)

Family
Male
Head
Of h/h
2
(5%)
12
(19%)
1
(3%)
2
(4%)
1
(2%)
2
(3%)
0
4
(7%)
2
(4%)
26
(5%)

Family
Female
Head
Of h/h
11
(26%)
21
(33%)
10
(27%)
18
(33%)
19
(37%)
24
(33%)
9
(16%)
14
(24%)
12
(21%)
138
(28%)

Other/
Agency
Let

Total
ReLets

0

42

0

64

0

37

0

54

2
(4%)
3
(4%)
0

51

2
(3%)
1
(2%)
8
(2%)

59

71
58

56
492

B. Households – New Lets
New lets from 2007/08 - 2011/12 reveal the following:
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Table 3(xi) Household New Lets 2007-2009

Year

Single
Male

07/08
ROTS
07/08
MTR
07/08
NEW
BUILD
08/09
ROTS
08/09
MTR
08/09
NEW
BUILD

Joint
Male

Single
Female

Joint
Female

1
(8%)
0

1
(8%)
0

0

0

0

0

5
(29%)

0

7
(41%)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8
(21%)

0

1
(100%)
24
(63%)

Couple

3
(23%)
3
(75%)
2
(12%)

0

Single
Male

09/10
MTR
10/11
MTR
11/12
MTR
Totals

Joint
Male

0

0

1
(33%)
0

0

15
(17.5%)

1
(1%)

0

0

Family
Female
Head
Of h/h
7
(53%)
1
(25%)
1
(6%)

Other/
Agency
Let

Total
ReLets

0

13

0

4

2
(12%)

17

1
(20%)
0

2
(40%)
0

2
(40%)
0

0

5

0

1

6
(16%)

0

0

0

38

Family
Male
Head
Of h/h
0

Family
Female
Head
Of h/h
0

Other/
Agency
Let

Total
ReLets

0

1

1
(33%)
0

0

3

0

4

12
(14%)

2
(2%)

86

Table 3(xii) Household New Lets 2009-20012

Year

Family
Male
Head
Of h/h
1
(8%)
0

Single
Female

Joint
Female

Couple

1
(100%)
0

0

0

0

0

1
(25%)
34
(40%)

0

0

0
(0%)

15
(17.5%)

1
(33%)
3
(75%)
7
(8%)

C. Re-lets and New Lets from 12/13 – 13/14
Table 3(xiii): Household Re-lets and New Lets

Year

Single
Male

Joint
Male

Single
Female

Joint
Female

Couple

12/13
13/14
Totals

16
9
25
(11%)

0
0
0
(0%)

26
16
42
(18%)

2
1
3
(1%)

15
4
19
(8%)

Family
Male
Head
Of h/h
31
3
34
(15%)

Family
Female
Head
Of h/h
75
24
99
(43%)

Couple Other/
with
Agency
child/ Let
ren
1
3
5
0
6
3
(3%)
(1%)

Total
Lets
169
62
231

Notes to Table 3(xiii)
•
•

12/13 includes 76 re-lets, 92 new lets for Rashielee North and 1 MTR
acquisition.
13/14 includes 60 re-lets and 2 MTR acquisitions

SCORE information for 14/15 is not yet available, but is not predicted to present a
different picture.
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Ages of Tenants
A breakdown of tenants/HMO occupants at May 2015 is as follows:
Table 3(xiv): Ages of BHA Tenants
Age band
No. of tenants/occupants
% of Tenants Occupants
16-25
35
4%
26-30
59
7%
31-40
133
16%
41-50
159
19%
51-60
116
13.5%
61-70
117
13.5%
71-80
125
15%
81-90
77
9%
91+
31
3%
Total
852
100%
Average age
56
Our sheltered and extra care housing comprise 141 properties, so it is likely that the
majority of tenants in the 81+ age bands are living in these properties, in addition to
some younger tenants in the 61-80 bands.
•
•
•

11% of tenants aged 30 and under
46% of tenants are aged up to 50 years
The age band with the majority of tenants is 41-50

Government statistics on population growth in Scotland [Projected Population of
Scotland (2010-based)] show that:
• The number of people aged 75 and over is projected to increase by 23% between
•
•

2010 and 2020, and by 82% between 2010 and 2035.

In the same 25 year period, the number of people aged 60 – 74 is projected to
increase by 27%.
In 2010, 23% of the population was aged 60 and over. By 2035, this is likely to
have increased to 30%.

Chart 3(xv): 50-59 and 60+ population by ward area (2011)
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(Source: GRO(S) 2011 mid-year population estimates)
Chart 3(xvi) shows that the size and age structure of Renfrewshire’s older population is
broadly similar to that seen across Scotland as a whole. People aged 60+ account for
23% of the Renfrewshire population. Erskine and Inchinnan are slightly below at 22%.
Bridgewater’s tenant base shows 41% of all tenants aged 61 and over.
Chart 3(xvi): Age structure of 60+ population (2011)

(Source: GRO(S) 2011 mid-year population estimates)
Across Renfrewshire, those aged 75+ account for 8% of the population, identical to the
proportions seen nationally. (source: Craigforth).
Chart 3(xvi) shows the variation in the age structure across Renfrewshire. Erskine &
Inchinnan have one of the lowest populations in the 60-74 age band.
Chart 3(xvii) : Projected population change 2012 to 2035

(Source: GRO(S) 2010-based population projections)
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Population projections show a steady decline in the 50-64 age band of the wider
Renfrewshire population from 2020, but with significant increases over the 20 year
period 2015-2035 of older people, and particularly those aged 75+.
Ethnicity
Data from our Lettings Plan (from 2006/07) shows that our tenants and housing
applicants are predominantly white.
Tenancy Sustainability
Generally, our tenancies are well sustained and we have stable communities across our
3 developments in Bargarran, North Barr and Park Mains. During 14/15, our highest
turnover of empty properties related to our supported sheltered & extra care properties.
This is not, perhaps, surprising in light of the age of our older population.
Effectiveness of customer feedback: methods
We have sought to improve our engagement with customers over the last couple of
years, to have a fuller understanding of their needs, aspirations and expectations of
Bridgewater as landlord or factor. Historically we had relied on data from a
comprehensive 3 yearly customer satisfaction survey, generally supplemented by exit
surveys, qualitative repairs surveys , Mystery shopping, postal surveys (generally
concerning rent reviews, affordability and value for money), and consultation on policy
reviews.
In general, our postal surveys generated low level returns, not representative of the wider
customer base, so we have opted to engage with customers through telephone surveys
to enhance the quality and quantity of our data. Customer feedback has been greatly
enhanced by this, and also in capturing customer priorities - in terms of their levels of
importance - and the issues which have the greatest and lowest impact on levels of
satisfaction.
The research on tenant involvement carried out by Atlas Research in June 2014 found
that 74% of respondents agreed with the findings of the main customer satisfaction
survey earlier in the year – that the Association needs to involve people more in the
decisions that affect them. There is a clear indication that we need to need to review how
to communicate with tenants and how we involve them.
During 15/16 the Association will consider proposals for its next broad-based customer
satisfaction survey, and reviewing how best to capture customer feedback.
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SECTION 4 – A RISK BASED AND PROPORTIONATE APPROACH
4.1
BACKGROUND
Bridgewater Housing Association is aware that the delivery of public services remains a
challenging environment. Despite a modest improvement in the country’s economic
position, it is still fragile and financial uncertainty and austerity has meant an increase in
the need for support for customers, particularly the vulnerable. It has also decreased the
funding and resources available to meet growing expectations. Social housing in
particular is facing an ever increasing range of demands and threats, from the drive for
increased value for money and efficiency, to the requirements of the new Regulatory
Framework and the Social Housing Charter, not to mention continued SHQS compliance,
energy efficiency targets and pressures on rents. It is a hard “ask” of social housing
organisations, such as Bridgewater, who are increasingly expected to be innovative
community leaders and “place makers” as well as excellent asset managers and
providers of services.
From an Asset Management point of view this means that the Association must be
mindful of spending its money effectively and on the right things which will protect its
assets for current and future tenants.
All social housing providers, no matter their size or geographical location, increasingly
have to critically review the way they work and the services they provide. Crucial to this is
effectively managing the key business risks they face, whether these are long-standing
issues or new, emerging risks. Bridgewater’s context is unique and our perception of risk
will, in some respects, be significantly different from other organisations in the sector.
However, what is the same, is that key people in the organisation understand and
effectively manage the fundamental risks of today and the future.
Good risk management creates an environment where there a few surprises. It is a
crucial element of effective management and corporate governance. It must be an
embedded mainstream activity which informs strategic decision making. Bridgewater
believes that managing risk effectively means developing a practical plan to identify, deal
with and minimise the adverse effects of the expected and the unexpected on the
organisation.
In the context of the activities of Bridgewater Housing Association, risk management is
about forward planning and acknowledging that it pays to plan for the unexpected.
Everyday events from a burst pipe to an IT system crash, not only affect our business, but
also our tenants, employees and partners too. More significant events, such as a
contractor going out of business or a major incident, have the potential to not only place
the organisation in major jeopardy and disrupt our tenant’s lives but also to undermine
our relationship with partners and affect their reputation as well as our own.
4.2
REGULATORY STANDARDS
Corporate governance, risk management and effective control have always been the
concern of Bridgewater’s Board and senior management team, even if the language has
changed over the years. The Scottish Housing Regulator’s Regulatory Standards has
prompted a change in focus towards finding the most useful and effective means of
implementing a comprehensive and dynamic risk management process. Standard 4
states:
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‘The governing body bases its decisions on good quality information and advice and
identifies and mitigates risks to the organisation’s purpose.’
Bridgewater’s Risk Management Strategy sets out what risk management means for the
organisation. It defines the appetite that the Association has for risk and explains the
common risk language that we adopt across the organisation. It specifies who is
responsible for managing risk and the process that we undertake to embed risk
management into the Association’s culture. Ultimately this has resulted in the
development of a risk map and risk log (refer to Appendix 2).
4.3
A COMMON RISK LANGUAGE
It is important that all Bridgewater staff and Board Members speak and understand the
same language. To this end we define the following terminology.
Risk: is defined as exposure to the possibility of an event which may affect the ability of
the Association to survive and compete in the sector, whilst maintaining our financial
strength, a positive public image and the overall quality of our staff and services. Or put
more succinctly “any event which impacts on the organisations ability to meet its key
objectives”.
Risk Appetite: measures the extent to which the Association is prepared to take
additional risks in order to achieve its aims.
Risk Management Framework: enables the identification, assessment and management
of risk.
Risk Management: describes the five ways of handling risks which are to accept, control,
modify, eliminate or insure against them.
Risk Map: is Bridgewater Housing Association’s register for recording key risks and the
likelihood of their occurring and their impact if they do.
Risk and Control Log: is a further part of the Association’s register for recording key risks,
and shows the agreed method of risk management, the assessment of controls
effectiveness and action plan, together with responsibilities for monitoring and review.
4.4
RISK APPETITE
Whilst the concept of risk appetite reflects the extent to which the Association would be
prepared to take additional risks in order to achieve its objectives is relatively easy to
grasp, defining it is more difficult and the following matters need to be taken into
consideration:
•

Bridgewater Housing Association is a not for profit organisation with the principal
aim of being a
“customer focussed organisation which delivers the best affordable housing and
services to people who need them and makes a positive difference to the
neighbourhoods in which we work”.
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It would be inconsistent with this mission to take a risk in order to secure high
financial returns, in the way that commercial companies may do and that would
compromise our essential purpose.
•

We work in a sector of considerable political and social importance, where
changes in government policy and in the marketplace can repeatedly impose the
need for innovation, redirection and strategic change, all of which can bring
significant financial risk. Examples of this are Supporting People and Welfare
Reform. These areas of activity have had immediate, measureable financial
impacts on Bridgewater’s business, although the longer-term impacts on service
provision remain unclear, both to government and to providers. We also
increasingly work in a climate of “competition” with other social landlords and
other organisations, and one where our services are becoming increasingly driven
by the need for cost efficiency.

In such circumstances changing nothing would in itself be a high risk strategy. We must
live with the risks inherent in defining and implementing change, and do whatever we
can to avoid, minimise and control them and their impact.
The following are indicators of our risk appetite which address the level of risks that the
Association is prepared to take.
•

All activities must be consistent with the Association’s objectives and not in
contravention of our rules. For example in relation to borrowing; we will at all
times comply with our charitable rules and Treasury Management policies, to give
two examples.

•

We will avoid activities carrying the risk of substantial adverse publicity or which
may damage the Association’s reputation and public standing. We recognise the
importance of customer satisfaction and of regularly measuring current
satisfaction with our services. However in devising strategies we must be forward
looking, taking into account the needs and expectations of future customers, even
if this results in an adverse reaction among current customers.

•

We will expect each business activity or opportunity to cover its costs. Where this
is not the case – in particular, where a new activity is to be established – we will
demonstrate through robust business planning that financial break-even will be
achieved within three years and that full pay-back of set-up-costs will be achieved
within five years, with all deficits fully covered by net income. Where these
timescales cannot be achieved e.g. the development of new housing, there must
be an analysis of the costs and benefits to indicate:
•
•
•

That the outcomes of the activity are fully consistent with and support our
general mission; and
That the benefits accruing from the activity represent value for money and
achieve best value for the Association; and
That the financial consequences are covered within the budgeted income
available within the Association.
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Each activity will be judged on its merits and on the potential benefits that would be
delivered from successful implementation (or from continuing on existing lines of
business). However as a general indicator of scale, we would not normally accept an
annual budget deficit for any single activity in excess of 0.5% of the Association’s
turnover, even within the framework set out above. All new activities, where there is no
delegated authority to senior staff, must be approved by the Board at the appropriate
level.
4.5
RISK MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
The Association undertakes a range of activities to manage, eliminate or control risks. In
particular, we will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annually review the risk map in conjunction with the Business Plan, (Board and
Senior Management Team).
At least quarterly, review and update the Risk and Control Log (Senior
Management Team).
Annually report on the effectiveness of risk management and control (Senior
Management Team via Audit and Scrutiny Committee to Board; Board to
Shareholding members at AGM).
Require the Association’s Board to sign an Annual confirmation that appropriate
controls are in place (via the Audited Accounts).
Carry out risk assessments on all significant projects (senior managers).
Monitor the overall impact of new risks to ensure total risk levels remain within
acceptable limits (Senior Management Team, Audit and Scrutiny Committee,
Board).
Report to Audit and Scrutiny Committee any internal control failures, (and Board).
Implement a regular programme of Risk Awareness Workshops to identify key
risks in main business areas and devise risk management activities to address
them, (senior managers and Audit and Scrutiny Committee).
Focus all Board Reports on Risk where appropriate.

We do not wish to turn Bridgewater Housing Association into a totally risk averse
organisation, which would simply inhibit innovation and growth. Our risk strategy
therefor attempts to find the balance of managing our risks in the best possible way,
whilst remaining financially viable and commercially dynamic.
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SECTION 5 – BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL PLANNING
5.1

THE PLANNING PROCESS

Bridgewater believes that a strategic asset management approach should include a clear
sense of how the Association is planning to make the most of its homes as assets, and
build value in the asset base. We also have definite plans for spending in the current and
the next year, well defined plans for spending in the medium 3-5 year term, and a longer
30-year perspective. These are major elements of a strategic approach to business and
corporate planning as well.
Bridgewater has an annual cycle that leads to the setting of budgets and targets for the
next year and up-date and refresh longer term plans. We also conduct a major review of
business strategy every three years. Our approach, given the huge overlap between
business and corporate planning and asset management strategy, will be to review them
as a whole, in one single exercise.
The results will be captured in one ‘corporate strategy’ document with a reasonable level
of detail in the approaches and programmes that result. Updating that document will be
the task that the annual planning cycle focuses on each year until the time comes for
another full review.
5.2

FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND THE MODELLING PROCESS

In 2015, Arneil Johnston was commissioned by Bridgewater Housing Association to
develop a credible financial business plan model, in order to perform a detailed financial
assessment of the Bridgewater HA business.
Arneil Johnston developed a comprehensive financial modeling platform which provides
30 year financial projections for the Association. The tool facilitates scenario testing on
the synergies, efficiencies and risks associated with the business. To this end, the
modeling tool provides key outcomes in respect of:
•

30 year cash flows;

•

Net Present Value;

•

income & expenditure profile and balance sheet;

•

30 year debt portfolio;

•

loan covenants;

•

minimum, maximum and average key output indicators; and

•

comparison of key assumptions including: rent levels, repairs and
investment cost per unit, staffing numbers and management cost per unit.

The key long term business plan assumptions are as follows:
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•
•
•

Year 1 (2015/16) income levels are reflective of the 2015/16 Bridgewater
budget
Rents are set to increase at RPI (2.5%) over the life of the plan
Voids and bad debts are set at 1% over the life of the plan, both the bad debt and
void assumption is set at a level above actual and budget to ensure that the plan
contains an element of contingency surrounding these assumptions

Based on stock condition survey estimates, a projected £30M of investment in major
repairs is assumed over the next 30 years (excluding inflation & including VAT and fees),
with a 30-year cost per unit of £35k. This equates to an average annual spend of £1M
over this period.
The 30-year financial projections provide clear evidence that the Bridgewater HA
business plan underpins a fundable organisation capable of executing core business
activities whilst maintaining the ability to withstand likely risks. Key headlines are as
follows:
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SECTION 6 – LOOKING AFTER CORE STOCK
6.1

MAJOR PLANNED INVESTMENT

Having completed 3 significant new-build developments in the past 8 years the
association recognises that significant targeted investment is now required to improve
the energy efficiency of the Association’s older stock, and to ensure that all Bridgewater’s
housing remains sustainably SHQS compliant.
Major planned investment to improve the stock is the principal means by which
Bridgewater ensures that tenants live in affordably warm, dry, comfortable and secure
housing. It also ensures that the capital value of these assets is maintained and that
they remain desirable to live in. To ensure that rents remain affordable, investment must
demonstrably deliver value for money and take account of the evolving needs and
aspirations of tenants. Sustaining SHQS compliance, and indeed surpassing it, is one of
the central aims of the investment programme. Currently 98% of the stock complies with
the Standard with the remaining 2% temporarily exempted as social abeyances. The
reasons properties have been placed in abeyance are provided in Table 6.1 and in each
case the association will make every effort to deliver compliance at the earliest
opportunity. The introduction of the Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing (the
EESSH), which must be met by 2020, is welcomed by the Association. Achieving the
standard will deliver tangible benefits to tenants and will be a factor in improving rent
affordability. Bridgewater’s short and medium term investment programme has been
adjusted to incorporate the additional improvements needed to comply with the EESSH.
After taking over the LSVT stock in 1998, all of which was built by SSHA between 1970
and 1983, Bridgewater’s priority was to improve the energy efficiency of its housing
properties and to improve general levels of comfort for tenants. Bridgewater began this
process by extending the gas supply infrastructure into the areas of its estates where
previously only inefficient electrical heating was available. Between 2000 and 2003 the
Association set about installing full gas central heating into virtually every property it
owned, which delivered transformational improvements in levels of comfort and
affordability to all tenants. The introduction of the EESSH in March 2014 moves the bar
significantly higher than was achieved in 200-2002 in terms of creating energy efficient
homes for many of Bridgewater’s tenants. Although new build stock comfortably meets
the standard, much of the former SSHA stock needs to be upgraded. Bridgewater’s
property data indicates that of the 705 former SSHA properties in its ownership 244 are
brick cavity walled, 459 are ‘no-fines’ concrete and 2 are timber frame. The following
tables set out Bridgewater’s current position in relation to the SHQS and the EESSH:
Table 6(i)

Properties meeting or temporarily exempt from the SHQS
Description
Number of
Category of exemption

Properties fully meeting the standard
Flats with no cavity wall insulation (factored owners
unwilling to allow work to be done)
‘No-fines’ property with electric heating (tenants
refusing the offer of full gas heating)
Kitchen in need of replacement (tenant wants to
retain existing kitchen – MTR property)
Defective structural mid-floors (Sempill/Aytoun flats)
– ground floor factored owners unwilling to share
cost)

properties
833

N/A

9

Social abeyance

6

Social abeyance

1

Social abeyance

4

Social abeyance
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Table 6(ii)
EESSH compliance
Type of property
Construction type
New build
New build
New build
SSHA
SSHA
SSHA

Number of units

Cavity wall
Timber frame
Timber/steel frame
Cavity wall
Wimpey ‘no-fines’
Timber frame
Total properties failing the EESSH

84
43
20
244
459
2

Number currently
failing the EESSH
0
0
0
9
225
2
236 (19%)

Table 6(ii) shows that 459 of Bridgewater’s properties (54% of the total stock), are of ‘nofines’ construction. These properties have poorly insulated external walls and 225 of
these properties, together with 9 cavity walled properties and 2 with timber framed walls
(28% of the total stock) currently fail the EESSH. The number of failing properties will
reduce to 155 (18% of the stock) when ageing combination boilers installed between
2000 and 2003 are replaced with more efficient condensing boilers. Applying external
wall insulation (EWI) to these 155 non-compliant properties will significantly exceed the
standard. EWI is an expensive solution and the Association will be aiming to secure
significant contributions in the form of Energy Company Obligations (ECO), Home Energy
Efficiency Programme Scotland: Area Based Schemes (HEEPS:ABS) and any of the range
of direct or indirect grant funded schemes currently in operation or in the pipeline. The
Association acknowledges that the Scottish Government intends to review the EESSH in
2017 to assess the funding available to help social landlords achieve the standard. The
Association’s investment programme assumes that 75% of the funding required for EWI
will be provided from external sources and that all non-compliant stock will achieve the
standard by 2020. Failure to secure adequate levels of external funding will impact on
the affordability of delivering the EESSH within current timescales, directly affecting
Bridgewater’s tenants and factored owners within multi-tenure blocks.
Bridgewater’s broader 30-year investment programme has been fully costed and has
been incorporated into the Association’s audited 30-year business plan. The programme
is derived from a validated life cycle costing analysis (LCCA), which uses reliable stock
condition data from surveys carried out in 2009 and 2014. The data from these surveys
is centralised within Bridgewater’s SDM property maintenance database. The system
holds stock condition and property improvement data, cyclical maintenance data and
reactive repairs records. The process of centralising property data has reduced reliance
on data silos, greatly improving data reliability. Approximately 80% of the data used to
inform the stock investment programme is derived from reliable field data with remaining
20% derived from cloned data.
The Association’s Major Planned Investment Programme over the next 3 years is
summarised in Table 6(iii). Although the scale of investment appears relatively modest
over the 3 years of the strategy, the following 5 years will see an intense period of activity
involving large scale re-roofing, boiler replacement and external insulation during which
the designated financial reserves accumulated over preceding years will be fully
committed.
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Table 6(iii) – Major Planned Investment Programme 2015/16 -2017/18
Investment Year
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
Activity/Value

£

£

£

refurbishment

40,000
20,000
100,000
120,000
0
250,000

40,000
0
100,000
0
0
0

40,000
0
130,000
0
50,000
0

40,000

20,000

46,000

140,000

140,000

140,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

Lock-up

Heating systems
Kitchens & bathrooms
Windows & doors
Roofing & render
External Wall
Insulation
Cyclical paint &
fencing*
Open space
maintenance*
Car parks and
footpaths*

*Excludes factored owners’ contributions

6.2

CYCLICAL MAINTENANCE

Bridgewater’s cyclical maintenance programme is an important component of its
investment strategy. It comprises the preventative and protective activities that ensures
the Association complies with its legal, contractual and civil obligations as a social
landlord, property manager and factor. It is the process by which Bridgewater ensures
customers to remain safe in their homes and the estate areas they live in. The
programme also ensures that the lifecycles of building elements are met or exceeded
and that service installations, like gas and water systems, remain safe and reliable.
Cyclical maintenance covers a broad and detailed range of activities. Table 6(iii) sets out
several of the key elements of the programme, the frequency of activities and the
objective of each activity:
Table 6(iii) Cyclical Maintenance Activities
Element
Activity
Frequency
Objective
Gas heating and Gas safety check 10 monthly (6 To ensure installations
related installations and service
monthly
for are safe and in good
communal
working order
installations)
Domestic
smoke Periodic inspection 10 monthly
To protect occupants
and CO detectors
and testing
from the ill effects of CO
and smoke inhalation
Water
systems Inspection of water Annually or more To minimise of eliminate
management
systems and risk frequent
water-related
health
(legionella)
review
commensurate
risks e.g. legionella
with risk
Asbestos
Asbestos
Annually or more To control and minimise
management
management plan frequent
exposure to asbestos
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review; annual re- commensurate
inspections of acms with risk
Domestic and non- Periodic inspection 5 yearly
domestic electrical and testing
installations
Play areas
Periodic inspections Routine monthly
inspections;
annual
RoSPA
inspections
Fire prevention, fire Periodic inspections Quarterly
and
detection
and and testing
annually
firefighting systems
Emergency lighting Periodic inspection Quarterly
and
systems
and testing
annually
Stock
condition Internal/external
5 yearly
survey
property
inspections
Painterwork/preElemental property 4 yearly
painterwork
repairs;
external
decoration; internal
close decoration
Ventilation
Periodic inspections Annually
installations

Ensure
electrical
systems remain safe to
use
To ensure play areas
remain safe to use
To ensure systems are
working effectively
To ensure systems are
working effectively
Establish
investment
programme, SHQS and
EESSH status
Prolong the life of
building
components;
aesthetics

To ensure systems are
working
safely
and
effectively
Lift
and
hoist Periodic inspections Quarterly; major To ensure systems are
installations
and servicing
service annually
working effectively
Roof anchors/fall Periodic inspection Annually
To protect the safety of
arrest systems
and testing
maintenance
and
inspection personnel
Whilst the frequencies of many cyclical activities are prescribed by law, others such as
painterwork maintenance and stock condition surveys follow good practice. Bridgewater
carries out internal and external surveys of its housing and garage assets every 5 years
and uses this data to target investment in the most appropriate way and to assess the
effectiveness of its planned and cyclical maintenance activities.
6.3

REACTIVE REPAIRS

It is widely accepted that the quality of the reactive repairs service received by tenants
significantly influences their overall judgement of how well their landlord looks after
them. This is not surprising. Failure to carry out repairs promptly, or to deliver acceptable
standards of quality, can cause significant stress, inconvenience and discomfort and
potentially place households at unnecessary risk. A lack of adequate customer care,
courtesy and respect for property by contractors’ operatives are often causes of
customer dissatisfaction.
The Associations Reactive Repairs and Maintenance Policy, which was reviewed in 2015,
reflects customers’ expectations for a high quality repairs and maintenance service. The
policy sets out clear commitments relating to standards of performance, expectations in
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terms of behaviour and respect for property, and a requirement to deliver a quality
service.
Bridgewater currently adopts a single contractor approach to the delivery of its general
trades reactive repairs service, and uses a range of appropriately qualified contractors
for more specialised work such as gas appliance maintenance, asbestos containment
and removal, ventilation work, emergency lighting, warden call systems and similar
installations. The effectiveness of the service is measured in two primary ways. The first
is in relation to contractor performance in meeting contractual performance
requirements and the second relates to customer satisfaction with the range of reactive
services provided. Contractor performance is analysed using data from the Association’s
computerised recording and reporting system, SDM, and customer satisfaction is
analysed using data from a combination of telephone surveys and written questionnaires
issued with repair confirmation receipts. Table 6(iv) provides a summary analysis of
contractor performance during 2014 and Tables 6(v) & 6(vi) provide£378 a summary of
customer satisfaction feedback the same period.
Table 6 (iv) Reactive repairs performance January – December 2014
Category of repair
Emergency
Urgent % within
Routine %
(% within
policy
within policy
policy
timescales
timescales
timescales)
General trades
94%
96%
96%
Gas heating systems
99%
98%
98%
Table 6 (v)
Customer satisfaction with repairs service
Question/Response
Yes
No
Was your repair
707 (95.80%)
4 (0.55%)
easy to report?
Were you happy with
674 (92.71%)
24 (3.3%)
the
quality
of
workmanship?
Was the contractor
699 (96.15%)
15 (2.06%)
neat and tidy&
Was the contractor
700 (96.29%)
7 (0.96%)
polite and friendly?
Did the contractor
677 (93.12%)
34 (4.68%)
arrive
when
arranged?
Was your repair
560 (77.03%)
149 (20.50%)
completed right first
time?
Table 6(vi)
Question
Overall how happy
were you with the

Number of
repairs
undertaken
2728
1039

Don’t know
17 (2.20%)
19 (3.30%)
6 (2.06%)
4 (0.96%)
4 (4.68%)
8 (2.48%)

Very happy
%

Happy
%

Neither
happy nor
unhappy %

Unhappy
%

Very
unhappy
%

69.18

24.29

2.13

2.41

1.99
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repairs service?
Customer satisfaction data was taken from 728 telephone and postal surveys
undertaken over the period 1st April 2014 to 31st March. This large sample provides a
reliable reflection of customers’ views of the repairs service over an entire year.
The cost effectiveness of the repairs service is an important factor which helps to provide
some context when considering performance data. The audit of Bridgewater’s 30 year
business plan carried out by Arneil Johnston in 2015 confirmed that Bridgewater’s costs,
at around £378 per housing unit, are consistent with costs reported by peer
organisations.
6.4

MAINTENANCE OF GREEN SPACES, CAR PARKS, FOOTPATHS AND PLAY AREAS

Bridgewater owns and maintains 18 miles of common footpaths, 256 car parking areas
and 32 hectares of predominantly green spaces within the estates it manages.
Responsibility for the maintenance of Bargarran, North Barr and Park Mains was
transferred from Scottish Homes to Bridgewater at the time of stock transfer. Each
resident within these areas, irrespective of tenure, has an obligation to pay a share of the
costs of all common maintenance activities. Bridgewater will typically spend, each year,
around £500,000 carrying out landscape maintenance, and repairs and resurfacing to
car park and footpaths. During 2015-2016 Bridgewater will recover £320,000 of these
common charges from around 2,700 owner occupiers for work carried out in the areas
they live in. This is a very considerable exercise which demands significant staff
resources, determination and substantial effort to accomplish. The following table
indicates the distribution of landscaped areas owned and managed by Bridgewater:
Table 6(vii)

Distribution of landscaped area
Area of landscaping
Estate/Development
(hectares)
Bargarran (LSVT)
9.59
North Barr (LSVT)
9.91
Park Mains 1 (LSVT)
7.56
Park Mains 2 (LSVT)
4.87
Barholm Drive/Crescent (NB)
2.13
Rashielee Avenue (NB)
0.96
Clayson House (NB)
0.25

Totals

35.27

Area of landscaping
(acres)
23.69
24.48
18.69
12.03
5.26
2.37
0.61

87.13

The high quality and attractiveness of the external environment is characteristic of
Erskine’s green urban landscape and is an important factor in maintaining demand for
housing of all tenures, and for sustaining asset values. Whilst the current standard of
these common areas is high, and highly valued by residents, the task of recovering
owners’ financial contributions of this scale carries significant risk. Consequently
Bridgewater takes a robust approach to the recovery of owner debt, which ensures that
income from rents is not used to subsidise these activities that arise as a result of nonpayment by owners. Every contributing owner, of which there are around 2,700, owns a
property that was bought, at one time or another, by a sitting tenant under Right to Buy.
This has created the fortunate position that title conditions attaching to these properties
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are very similar, which in turn allows Bridgewater to take a consistent and fair approach
to debt recovery.
It is worth noting that any unrecovered debt that has to be written off is offset against
other business income. As far as can be reasonably estimated debt recovery rates of
between 95-97% are being achieved year on year, easily exceeding the assumptions
made at the time of stock transfer, which predicted 90% and demonstrating a
consistently.
6.5

GARAGES

Bridgewater’s 500 garages are located primarily in the Bargarran and North Barr estates,
with smaller number located in the Park Mains areas. The high proportion of home
ownership within the estates coupled with increased levels of car ownership has created
a situation where demand for garages consistently outstrips supply. Bridgewater
operates a waiting list policy that ensures tenants of the association are given priority
when garages become available for rent. Only after meeting the needs of tenants are
tenancies then offered to owner-occupiers. Despite this only 15% of garages are let to
tenants with 84% being let to owner-occupiers, a ratio of 1:6. The remaining 1% is used
by the Association for storage, or by its Care and Repair service. Tables 6(Viii) and 6(ix)
provide data in relation to the demand for and management of Bridgewater’s garages:
6(viii) Garages - summary of supply and demand for garages
Estate area
Number of garages
Number of
available for let
applicants on
waiting list
Bargarran
184
28
North Barr
263
49
Park Mains 1&2
48
25

Totals

495

102

6(ix) Garages – data summarising rent and void performance
Demand for Bridgewater’s garages is
expected to remain high for the foreseeable
future. The current 30 year life cycle costing
analysis indicates the cost of carrying out
reactive and planned maintenance over this
£1,200 (0.65%)
period will be significantly less than the
34
income that will be generated through rent.
The process of managing garage tenancies
2.2 days
is comparatively simple and therefore the
associated management costs are minimal. In conclusion the garages are important and
valuable assets that generate a modest financial surplus that the Association can use to
further its charitable object.
Year of activity
Maximum
rent
recoverable
Voids and estimated
bad debts
Number of re-lets
Average time to relet vacant garages

2014/15
£173,640
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SECTION 7 – DEALING WITH ‘CAUSE FOR CONCERN’ STOCK
Bridgewater has 3 asset types that may be regarded as cause for concern stock. These
are:
•

SHELTERED HOUSING

•

FLATTED HOUSING STOCK WITHIN MULTI-TENURE BLOCKS

•

UNADOPTED FOOTPATHS AND CAR PARK AREAS

Each of these asset types is distinctly different and the concerns they present require the
Association to have in place specific management strategies to deal with each one.
These strategies are based on a sound knowledge of the assets themselves and
familiarity with each customer base. Bridgewater is able to use accurate and reliable
data on which to base policy and policy outcomes and to analyse, assess and mitigate
the business risks they present. The strategies for each asset type are taken in turn.
7.1

SHELTERED HOUSING

Bridgewater is a significant provider of sheltered housing within Erskine, and indeed
within Renfrewshire. Although its Extra Care housing is not regarded as ‘cause for
concern’ stock, it does produce aspects of tenancy allocation and management that are
challenging. It is included within this section of the document to provide a wider context
to concerns surrounding housing for an increasingly ageing population.
During 2009/10 and 10/11, we began to experience a few long term voids in excess of
16 weeks, which were a serious cause for concern.
In 2010, Anna Evans Housing Consultancy was commissioned to undertake a review of
our sheltered housing. This review was done in conjunction with Linstone Housing
Association, which has sheltered housing developments in Paisley.
The review was undertaken against a backdrop of falling demand for our sheltered
housing – following a number of internal transfers to our new build extra care housing
developments in 2008 – and a review of our housing support service.
The report concluded that the potential options for the housing support service going
forward are:
1. Maintain the status quo
2. Maintain the current service model with income and expenditure changes
3.
4.
5.
6.

Maintain the current service model as option 2 plus selling central services
Maintain the current service but contract out
Reduce sheltered stock numbers, and review income and expenditure
Introduce a new service model: local hub delivering sheltered and retirement housing
services
7. Introduce a new service model as option 6 above plus new housing supply.
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8. Exit: terminate the sheltered housing service
The scoring exercise undertaken to look at the most favourable outcomes highlighted
options 1, 5, 6 & 7. The Association’s preferred option at that time was Option 1 as:
•
•
•

Letting issues did not worsen
Income covered the core costs and the Association was happy to subsidise the handy-person
service.
It was the least threatening option for existing tenants and staff.

Long term voids in excess of 16 weeks (the catalyst for the review) ceased during 11/12
(this affected 1 out of 21 re-lets during the year), and a small number of properties have
continued to be re-let within 9-16 weeks since that time.
RC Review of Sheltered Housing
In 2013, Renfrewshire Council commissioned Craigforth Consultants to undertake a
review of sheltered housing in Renfrewshire. The primary focus for the Review was to
provide an assessment of the supply of and demand for sheltered housing in
Renfrewshire, in terms of how provision meets current and likely future needs of older
people. The final report was produced in September 2014.
Craigforth’s key findings for our 3 sheltered housing developments were as follows:
Table 7(i) Key Findings from RC Review of Sheltered Housing
Development
Issues
Blantyre Court

Cullen

Mains Drive

Priority Action
Required
Substantial accessibility barriers (absence of lifts, Option 5: Hub &
stepped access to all units, distance to communal Spoke
facilities), and relatively significant low demand. Low
demand appears related to built form and Integrating Blantyre
accessibility – and this is having a significant impact Court
with
the
on the extent to which the complex is able to meet Clayson House extra
the range of needs typically seen across other care development –
sheltered provision.
and
potentially
including our Cullen
development.
Some accessibility barriers (no lift provision, stepped No
–
but
access to all units) but no other significant issues consideration should
identified – and demand is relatively strong.
be given to lift
provision.
Substantial accessibility barriers (absence of lifts, Consider options for
stepped access to most units, distance to communal alternative service
facilities), and some low demand. The complex is also models that are more
more distant from other accommodation and consistent with the
services for older people, and is spread across a form of
relatively large estate. Low demand appears related accommodation
to these accessibility and layout issues - and this is
having a significant impact on the extent to which the
complex is able to meet the range of needs typically
seen across other sheltered provision.
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Table 7(ii): The next steps recommended in the Review
Development
Next Steps
Blantyre Court
1. Discussions between Housing, Social Work and Bridgewater
HA to agree the preferred service model(s) for provision of low
level services to Blantyre Court residents.
2. Customer engagement (Blantyre Court & Clayson House over
preferred service model.

Mains Drive

1. Discussions between the Council and Bridgewater HA to
explore service options.
2. Engagement with current Park Mains residents to explain the
change, and (where required) identify alternative
accommodation that meets their needs and preferences.

Funding the Housing Support Service
The housing support service has 2 funding streams:
•
•

Grant funding from Renfrewshire Council
Service charges

The service was funded by Supporting People Grant until 08/09, when existing health
and wellbeing funds became rolled up in the local government settlement, and became
part of the Council’s overall funding allocation.
There has been no uplift in funding since Supporting People Grant was in place, and the
Association continues to receive £52,442 per annum. This equates to £10.70 per
tenant per week.
Our service charge covers much of the property related costs (Community house running
costs, stair cleaning etc), but also a portion of staff time relating to housing management
tasks.
The service has been subject to review a number of times, and generally in response to
new and changing regulations, and financial constraints.
The combination of mainstream accommodation (with access and letting issues), and a
diminishing income stream (in grant funding terms) present on-going challenges to the
Association in terms of allocating housing for an ageing population, with continuing to
provide a high quality housing support service.
The integration of health and social care, as required by the Public Bodies (Joint
Working) (Scotland) Act 2014, brings health boards and local authorities together to
plan, resource and deliver integrated adult health and social care services. From April
16, a range of health and social care functions will be delegated to new integrated
authorities, with funding delegated to the new health and social care partnerships.
Strategic commissioning plans will set out how the new partnerships will deliver services
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and how they intend to work towards meeting the 9 national health and wellbeing
outcomes.
Outcome 2 states: People, including those with disabilities or long term conditions, or

who are frail, are able to live, as far as reasonably practicable, independently and at
home or in a homely setting in their community.
This outcome links with our housing support/sheltered housing service, and in particular
the significant health and wellbeing benefits which can be derived from relatively low
cost housing support – with potential large scale savings to the NHS in terms of
preventative hospital admissions and so on.
The level of funding which the new integrated authorities will commit to services like ours
is unclear at this time, so longer-term uncertainty over funding remains. However, our
service sits well within the national outcomes, and it would be unwise to take a short
term view of the future of our service until such times as the new authority has deemed
how sheltered housing/housing support services will be resourced. Dialogue will be
opened with the new authority when their position and remit becomes clearer.
The Association’s Board has still to fully consider the recommendations of Renfrewshire
Council’s Review and determine the future direction of our sheltered housing. However,
against the backdrop of an ageing tenant population, and within a wider population with
increasing health and support needs, the Association must review how it can best
accommodate new and future frail/older tenants with support needs.
Extra Care Facilities
We remain committed to the provision of housing for older people so that they can
continue to live independently in their own home, with any care and support that they
need coming directly to them.
Although Bridgewater owns and maintains our extra care housing (and provides housing
management services) and successful applicants will ultimately be our tenants, we are
not responsible for the provision of the care and support service, and have no control
over the funding of this service. This is the responsibility of Renfrewshire Council.
The partners involved in the assessment of applications for extra care housing are:
•
•
•

Bridgewater staff will be responsible for assessing housing need
Renfrewshire Council Social Work staff will be responsible for assessing applicants'
care and housing support needs.
The Joint Allocations Panel (comprising representative from BHA, RC SWD with input
from Health) will determine the overall priority to be given to individual applications.

Care and Support Service
A team of home carers from Renfrewshire Council’s Social Work Department offer
personal care, domestic assistance and housing support to extra care tenants. This is
provided to tenants on an individual basis, based on their personal needs. The home
carers provide services 24 hours per day over 7 days per week as necessary.
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Meal Service/Housekeeping & Cleaning
The meal service within the developments is provided by Renfrewshire Council
Environmental Services. Environmental Services also currently provide housekeeping
and cleaning of the common areas.
Health & Safety
We have established an Extra Care Health & Safety Checklist for the division of
responsibilities between BHA and RC SWD and Environmental Services. The Technical
Officer has responsibility for undertaking the BHA duties on the checklist, and monitoring
the recording of RC activities on the checklist.
Renfrewshire Council Very Sheltered and Extra Care Housing Review
In 2013, Craigforth consultants were commissioned by Renfrewshire Council to provide
an assessment of current extra care and very sheltered housing provision in
Renfrewshire in the context of meeting the needs of frail older people with complex
needs who may otherwise require residential care. This included consideration of the
cost effectiveness of these models, and the potential requirement for any additional
extra care provision in Renfrewshire. The final report was produced in May 14.
The report noted that:
“Evidence on outcomes for extra care and very sheltered tenants suggests that the

models are having some success in their focus on maintaining tenants in their
accommodation for as long as possible. Available evidence indicates that around half of
tenants are supported to remain in their accommodation up to or very close to the end
of their life, with this profile of outcomes broadly similar across extra care and very
sheltered models.”

The report further noted: ‘Increasing dementia needs is a key factor in tenants being
required to move to alternative accommodation (including residential care). The
prevalence and level of dementia also emerged more broadly as one of the most
significant challenges for the extra care and very sheltered models – in terms of
supporting tenants in their accommodation, and in maintaining community cohesion
within complexes. This suggests that work to increase in the level of dementia needs
that can be met within extra care housing could improve outcomes for tenants.’
The direction of future service delivery, and in particular, supporting older people at
home with dementia, will be determined by the new integrated authorities from April 16.
Social Isolation in Extra Care Developments
RC staff, tenants groups and carers continue to work to prevent social isolation in the
extra care developments:
•
•
•
•
•

RC Staffing – funding for a new post across all EC Developments to develop social
activities. Priority for care staff is meeting residents’ care needs, however social
activities take place throughout the year (Eg Christmas)
Tenants groups – tenants have been proactive (Eg Robertson House) in arranging regular
social gatherings in the developments.
Carers – daily support for residents with care packages
Residents Meetings – quarterly meetings at Clayson House with BHA and RC staff.
Barholm Community/Impact Arts Project 2105 – Choir at Robertson House

BHA staff will continue to explore projects to engage with our older residents.
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Sheltered ‘cause for concern’ stock
Waiting list evidence across the 3 sheltered housing complexes indicates that currently
15 upper sheltered flats which are in low demand or where these is no demand. Table
7(iii) shows the distribution of current low demand sheltered housing:
Table 7(iii): Distribution of low demand sheltered housing
Location

Number of properties in low
demand

Type of property

Cullen

0

N/A

Mains Hill

3

2nd floor flats

Blantyre Court

12

2nd floor flats

We also experience lettings issues with other property types at Blantyre Court and Mains
Drive/Hill from time to time. The Craigforth Report in 2014 looked into housing list
pressure as an indicator of the relative strength of demand for sheltered housing. The
ratios in the table below give an indication of the number of housing list applicants
available for each property becoming available for re-let over a year (based on a three
year average – with data provided by BHA). These take account of applicants selecting
multiple sheltered developments by weighting their choices.
Table (7iv): Housing list pressure by sheltered development
Development
Annual average lets
Number of Applicants per let
(last 3 years)
Weighted for
Unweighted
multiple complex
choices
All sheltered lets
17
3.4
7.8
Blantyre Court
8
1.8
4.6
Cullen
4
6.0
12.2
Park Mains
4
3.8
9.7
Note: average annual lets for each development may not sum to total due to rounding
The Craigforth report concluded that “housing list demand for Bridgewater’s sheltered
provision is sufficiently low to suggest potential for hard to let properties”. Interviews with
staff confirmed this, as well as some historical allocation difficulties.
Range of Options
These are noted earlier in the report on the section specifically on sheltered housing. In
looking forward we will establish:
•

Potential future demand for sheltered housing – are our properties difficult to let
because people don’t want sheltered housing in Erskine, or because our properties
are no longer fit for purpose? Our housing list data (live and future safeguard
housing lists) demonstrates on-going demand for sheltered housing; the issue is
around the inaccessibility of many of our sheltered properties.
We should not overlook the fact that the built form of these properties has remained
unchanged (with the exception of some medical adaptations) since they were
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designated sheltered housing in the 1980s. During the last 30 years, they have rehoused and supported a significant number of older people in the community.
The flatted nature of the majority of the stock has enabled a mix of ‘fit and frail’
tenants to reside there, and this in itself is a positive feature of supported housing
where there is a variety in resident age, mobility and level of frailty.
•

•

Investment Programme – the extent to which we can adapt and improve properties to
higher, more appropriate specifications. How can this be funded? Are there options to
relocate some of our sheltered housing to other blocks of flats? Is the development of
purpose built housing a feasible option
Longer-term demand for sheltered housing – this will be investigated in our Older
Persons Housing Strategy. While the nature of service delivery will undoubtedly
change in future with a much greater IT presence, the question is whether older
people in the future will wish to live in grouped housing, or wish to be supported in
their current home.

Other Considerations
While the strategy has very much focused on the built form and lettability of our
sheltered housing, we must also acknowledge the human element and the housing
support service we provide.
Our most recent Care Inspectorate Inspection in October 2013 graded the service as
Grade 5 ‘very good’ and covered:
•
•
•

Quality of Care and Support
Quality of Staffing
Quality of Management and Leadership

Our Care Inspectorate report confirmed that the Association “continued to support
tenants in a respectful friendly manner, whilst maintaining their independence.” Tenants
told the Inspector that they valued the support and the opportunities that the Association
provided for engagement and social activities and that they felt safe and secure.
This is further evidenced through our tenants’ assessment of the service we provide, and
the sustained high levels of satisfaction with the staff team.
The service – and the impact of the service - cannot be divorced from any discussions on
the future of our sheltered housing. It is clearly not a straightforward bricks and mortar
issue, but one which impacts upon the lives of frail older people living at home with
support.
7.2

FLATTED HOUSING STOCK WITHIN MULTI-TENURE BLOCKS

Bridgewater owns 356 mainstream, wheelchair, amenity and sheltered flats in Erskine.
Of these 169 are contained within 51 multi-tenure blocks of flats, each of which contains
at least one owner for whom the Association provides a factoring service. Owners enjoy
the consequential benefits of the repairs and maintenance service provided to
Bridgewater tenants within mutli-tenure blocks. Tenants and owners report common
repairs to the association in the same way, which are then carried out in accordance with
policy timescales. For flat owners this service is reflected in the Written Statement of
Services Bridgewater provides each owner with, and individual title condition. In rarer
cases, for example where titles may occasionally be silent, the Tenement (Scotland) Act
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is relied on. Owners receive a bi-annual bill detailing their apportioned share of any
reactive repairs carried out to common parts.
The mix of tenants and owners within individual blocks varies significantly and, in many
cases, owners form the majority within the block. Blocks can contain a blend of
mainstream social tenants, sheltered housing tenants, owner-occupiers and the tenants
of private landlords. The proportion of owners to Bridgewater tenants is reflected in the
table 7(v):
Table 7(v) Distribution of owners and tenants in multi-tenure blocks
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Address line 1
Aytoun Drive
Aytoun Drive
Blantyre Court
Blantyre Court
Blantyre Court
Blantyre Court
Blantyre Court
Blantyre Court
Sempill Avenue
Sempill Avenue
Sempill Avenue
Sempill Avenue
Sempill Avenue
Sempill Avenue
Shaw Court
Shaw Court
Shaw Court
Buckie
Findhorn
Findhorn
Findhorn
Findhorn
Findhorn
Kirkton
Kirkton
Kirkton
Kirkton
Kirkton
Newburgh
Newburgh
Pennan
Pennan
Pennan
Rashieburn
Rashieburn
Rashieburn
Rashiewood
Rashiewood
Rashiewood
Mains Hill
Park Brae
Park Brae
Park Ridge
Park Ridge
High Parksail
High Parksail
High Parksail
Mains Drive
Mains Drive
Mains Drive
Mains Drive

Address line 2
Bargarran
Bargarran
Bargarran
Bargarran
Bargarran
Bargarran
Bargarran
Bargarran
Bargarran
Bargarran
Bargarran
Bargarran
Bargarran
Bargarran
Bargarran
Bargarran
Bargarran
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
North Barr
Park Mains
Park Mains
Park Mains
Park Mains
Park Mains
Park Mains
Park Mains
Park Mains
Park Mains
Park Mains
Park Mains
Park Mains

Address
line 3
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine
Erskine

Unit Desc
Tenement 15A&B
Tenement 57A&B
Tenement Block 1-14
Tenement Block 25-37
Tenement Block 38-50
Tenement Block 51-63
Tenement Block 64-76
Tenement Block 77-89
Tenement 151A&B
Tenement 152A&B
Tenement 153A&B
Tenement 154A&B
Tenement 156A&B
Tenement 157A&B
Tenement Block 1-14
Tenement Block 15-27
Tenement Block 28-40
Tenement 1-9
Tenement 1-6
Tenement 7-16
Tenement 25-33
Tenement 40-48
Tenement 59-67
Tenement 7-16
Tenement 21-29
Tenement 34-42
Tenement 43-51
Tenement 56-61
Tenement 36-41
Tenement 42-50
Tenement 1-9
Tenement 12-21
Tenement 28-33
Tenement 69-72
Tenement 73-76
Tenement 97-100
Tenement 9-12
Tenement 18-21
Tenement 22-15
Tenement 223
Tenement 1-2
Tenement 3-5
Tenement 2-4
Tenement 6-8
Tenement 2-18
Tenement 46-62
Tenement 100-116
Tenement 87-89
Tenement 114-116
Tenement 2a-2d
Tenement 4a-4d

Ten
1
1
10
8
10
12
7
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
7
5
3
1
1
8
3
2
3
3
4
2
1
1
2
3
3
1
1
2
2
3
2
3
7
1
1
4
2
5
2
3
4
5
1
1
169

Own
1
1
3
5
3
1
6
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
9
6
8
6
5
8
1
6
7
6
6
5
7
5
5
7
6
6
5
3
2
2
1
2
1
2
4
5
2
4
4
7
6
2
1
1
1
195

Ten.
Percentage
50%
50%
77%
62%
77%
92%
54%
62%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
50%
31%
54%
38%
33%
17%
11%
89%
33%
22%
33%
33%
44%
22%
17%
17%
22%
33%
33%
17%
25%
50%
50%
75%
50%
75%
78%
20%
17%
67%
33%
56%
22%
33%
67%
83%
50%
50%

Carrying out major repairs and maintenance in circumstances where the association
does not have a majority ownership interest is becoming increasingly problematic for the
Association. Major repairs contained in Bridgewater’s 30-year life cycle costing analysis
are at risk of not going ahead when they should because of the inability or unwillingness
of owners to meet their share of costs when work is required. This creates several direct
and indirect causes for concern:
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•

Failure to adequately maintain a tenant’s home

•

A decline in the value of the physical asset

•

Failure to maintain SHQS compliance criteria

•

An upward trend in reactive repairs costs as major components continue to deteriorate
and repair frequencies increase

•

Expressions of dissatisfaction from cooperating owners

•

Potential for increased non-recovery of debt

Bridgewater acknowledges that the cooperation of owners is essential to allow common
building components and services to be replaced or upgraded when they reach the end
of their effective life. Strategies have been implemented by the Association to assist
factored owners in a number of ways, such as providing annual, forward-looking 5-year
costed investment plans for the blocks they live in and engaging with the local authority
to secure available grant funding. Detailed annual inspections of closes are also carried
out to identify and remedy defects at an early stage. Close meetings are held with
residents to discuss the timing and cost of planned major repairs and maintenance
activities. Despite these measures the association is already facing delays to elements of
its planned programme because of financial difficulties faced by owners. Table 7(vi)
illustrates graphically the aggregate debt position for factored blocks over the previous 5
financial years and corresponding levels of debt recovered:
Table 7(vi): Value of accounts issues with corresponding debt recovery:
£120,000
£100,000
£80,000
£60,000
£40,000
£20,000
£0

10-11

11-12

12-13

13-14

14-15

Spend

£55,655

£62,150

£97,439

£103,966

£63,363

Recovery

£64,917

£62,007

£84,155

£94,258

£62,095

Table 7(vii) Illustrates underlying factored debt over the previous 5 years:
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£80,000
£70,000
Underlying debt

£60,000
£50,000
£40,000
£30,000
£20,000
£10,000
£0

Apr-11 Sep-11 Dec-11 Apr-12 Jul-12 Dec-12 Apr-13 Aug-13 Dec-13 Apr-14 Aug-14 Dec-14 Apr-15
Year

It can be seen in Table 7(vi) that the value of work carried out on behalf of factored
owners over the last 5 years is following an upward trend, even after taking account of
the effects of inflation. Correspondingly Table 7(vii) shows that the level of underlying
owner debt is also increasing even though average debt recovery rates of around 96%
have been achieved. The position changes radically when the impact of carrying out
planned re-roofing work over the next 5 years are projected, assuming a tapered debt
recovery profile extending over a period of 15 years. The graph contained in Table (viii)
uses assumptions taken from the approved 30-year Business Plan in terms of
expenditure and debt recovery to predict the impact this will have on overall factored
owner debt over the next 5 years.
Table 7(viii): Estimated levels of factored owner debt over the next 5 years:
Est. levels of factored owner debt over the next 5 years
£80,000

Underlying Debt

£70,000
£60,000
£50,000
£40,000
£30,000
£20,000
£10,000
£0

15-16

16-17

17-18

18-19

19-20

Debt with major repairs

£46,580

£58,956

£57,391

£57,371

£74,012

Debt without major works

£33,308

£34,626

£36,009

£37,462

£38,987

It can be seen that underlying levels of indebtedness will increase commensurately when
the substantial costs associated with planned major repairs are added to routine repairs
and maintenance activities.
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As noted the number and proportion of owners within each block varies significantly, and
the ability and willingness of factored owners to meet their obligations will also vary from
block to block. These variables make it difficult for Bridgewater to define a single strategy
that will effectively address these concerns. The information provided in Tables 7(v) to
7(viii) suggest that each block will require an individual assessment of the risk factors
affecting each block in terms of future planned investment.
In determining the most appropriate investment strategy for each block the Association
will consider:
•

whether the Association’s share is in the majority or minority

•

current levels of factored owner debt

•

the debt history

•

where Bridgewater’s properties are located within each block

•

the repairs history

•

the availability of grant/other sources of funding

•

the timing of other investment activity affecting owners

•

the potential for standard securities to be held against owners’ properties

•

whether buying property within the block would be advantageous

•

whether selling property in the block would be appropriate

In relation to potentially buying properties within a block the association may decide that
doing so would be to its advantage either by gaining a majority ownership position or
owning all property in the block outright. In terms of selling a property or properties within
a block the association may decide that giving up any and all ownership interest would
remove the risks posed by underinvestment, potential financial loss and the
administrative burdens associated with debt management. Primarily such a decision will
always be in the best interests of affected tenants who would, with their full agreement,
be suitably rehoused. Alternatively any potential disposal would occur when a tenancy
comes to an end.
It should be noted that the approved 2015-2018 Business Plan assumes that all major
programmed work will proceed as planned, and that up to 100% of these costs will
initially be met by Bridgewater, but that it may take as long as 15 years to recover these
costs in full from factored owners. Whilst the Plan demonstrates that the Association has
the financial resources cope with the cash outflows that this will create, it will be in a
position to reduce its exposure to prolonged debt recovery through targeted acquisition
and disposal of stock.
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7.3

UNADOPTED FOOTPATHS AND CAR PARKS

Bridgewater owns and is responsible for the maintenance of 18 miles of footpaths within
its estate areas, to which can be added 256 unadopted hard paved car parking areas.
They represent a very substantial physical asset in terms of scale and an equally
substantial maintenance responsibility and liability.
Bridgewater acquired its footpaths and car parks when the stock transfer from Scottish
Homes took place in 1998. The construction of Erskine’s 3391 social houses and flats
by the Scottish Special Housing Association in the 1970’s and 1980’s incorporated
widespread architectural landscaping, and the construction of numerous interlinked
footpaths, often disconnected from adopted roadways. This resulted in the SSHA being
left with the maintenance responsibility for large numbers of non-strategic footpaths, and
the 256 car park within Erskine’s social housing estates. Ownership and maintenance
responsibilities for these areas passed in turn from SSHA to Scottish Homes and then to
Bridgewater. Since the introduction of Right to Buy in the early 80’s almost 2,700 sitting
tenants have bought their homes and, in signing their title deeds, agreed to contribute
towards the cost of maintaining these areas, along with the common landscaped areas
described earlier.
Bridgewater completed a 5 year programme of extensive repairs and resurfacing in 2014
during which the paths and car parks in the poorest condition were targeted to ensure
they can continue to be safely used. Although inspection and maintenance is an ongoing
process, a comprehensive re-inspection of all areas was completed in 2014 resulting in a
4 year £400,000 programme of repairs and improvements scheduled for completion in
2018. Around £300,000 of this investment is recoverable from owners. It is likely that
similar levels of investment will be required over the next 10-15 years to ensure that
paths and car parks remain in an acceptable state of repair.
The scale of the work that is required is essential to ensure that these assets remain in a
safe and useable condition. It should be noted that these paths and car parks were not
built to local authority standards, either in terms of quality or general accessibility, which
is the reason why Renfrewshire Council is unwilling to adopt them. During the 1990’s
Erskine’s social housing estates saw the creation of an extensive digital cable network,
which involved the installation of cabling below footpaths. This caused extensive
disruption to surfacing and the poor quality of reinstatement work that followed has
caused accelerated deterioration in their condition and higher maintenance costs.
These assets are a cause for concern in several ways. The potential impact of nonrecovery of owners’ share of maintenance costs is an obvious financial risk. This risk is
mitigated by providing clear written information to owners, and particularly new owners,
about their obligations and responsibilities. This is augmented by robust and incremental
debt recovery procedures. The Association is mindful that the effect of combined
footpath and car park repairs, landscape maintenance and Bridgewater’s administration
charges can easily escalate to the point where affordability becomes a real issue for
many owners. Consequently the Association must balance committing adequate financial
resources to meet its obligations in terms of health and safety whilst ensuring that issues
of affordability do not compromise the effective recovery of owner debt.
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SECTION 8 – NEW DEVELOPMENT
8.1

BACKGROUND

In 1998 Bridgewater’s Sale and Purchase Agreement with Scottish Homes did not
anticipate that the Association would be involved in the provision of new housing through
development. However the Agreement correctly anticipated the loss of significant
numbers of stock through Right to Buy. The actual number of units sold was significantly
higher than predicted, largely because the introduction of the modernised Right to Buy
under the 2001 Housing (Scotland) Act triggered a significant upsurge in take up. Against
a background of falling stock numbers and rising demand for affordable housing in
Erskine Bridgewater adopted a strategy of augmenting its habitable stock numbers
through development and acquisition. This was achieved through the Rental off the Shelf
(ROTS) and Mortgage to Rent (MTR) initiatives and through an opportunistic approach to
the development of new housing.
During the period 2007 to 2013 Bridgewater undertook 3 major construction projects
which delivered 147 new housing units of various types at a total cost of £17m. These
projects, which were important components of Renfrewshire Council’s SHIP, received
around £10m of HAG, with the private finance element of £7m coming from a blend of
Bridgewater’s strategic financial reserves and through borrowing. The following table sets
out each completed development and the number and type of housing units completed:
Development

Type of Units

Rashielee Drive

Self-contained Extra Care
flats
Wheelchair and Amenity
flats
Self-contained Extra Care
flats
Mainstream houses and
flats

Clayson House
Barholm Drive and Barholm
Crescent

Number of
Units

Year
completed

26

2007

9

2008

20

2008

92

2012-13

The new stock is popular and, as far as future trends and analysis can allow reliable
predictions to be made, is likely to remain in high demand for the foreseeable future.
8.2

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

During the period 2015-2018 Bridgewater will shift its focus away from developing newbuild stock and will instead concentrate its resources on improving the energy efficiency
of its LSVT, ROTS and MTR stock, and to ensure that its position of 100% SHQS
compliance is maintained (exemptions and abeyances excepted). The Association’s
Board recognises the importance of investing in its older stock to ensure that the
benefits of improved energy efficiency are enjoyed by tenants, through increased comfort
and lower energy bills, whilst contributing the national agenda of reducing carbon
emissions.
This is not to say that Bridgewater’s ambitions of carrying out further development are
entirely on hold. Although suitable opportunities for development in Erskine are
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comparatively rare, they will surface from time to time and, when they do, each
opportunity will be assessed within the framework of the Business Plan. The Association
is also open minded in relation to new and emerging vehicles for delivering social and
affordable housing, whether this is by way of collaboration with other housing providers,
partnerships with private contractors or innovative mid-market rent solutions.
Analyses of CACI income data by Arneil Johnston, carried out as part of a critical review of
Bridgewater’s 30-year Business Plan, suggests that demand for housing of various types
in Erskine remains high. For many people aspiring to live in Erskine, issues of high
demand and low supply mean that social rented housing will never be a realistic option
for them. However low cost property ownership and mid-market rent property may be an
attractive and affordable solution. Bridgewater will consider developing housing that
blends various types and tenures of housing to meet demand from these groups and will
explore using this as an opportunity to deliver higher numbers of social housing stock
than would otherwise have been possible. The 30-year Business Plan revealed that
Bridgewater has significant unencumbered assets against which capital could in future
be raised to develop new stock without compromising the 30-year major planned
investment programme.
Bridgewater may also look to new development as a potential solution to the accessibility
challenges posed by a significant proportion of its 94 sheltered housing units. Although
this may sound ambitious during a period of austerity and diminishing grants for
supported housing services, there is no doubt that demand for sheltered and other
supported housing will continue to increase as the proportion of elderly people within
Scottish society continues to grow. The issues affecting the sheltered housing stock are
referred to in greater detail within Section 8.
Bridgewater has built into its Business Plan the assumption that small numbers of
properties in the Erskine area will continue to be acquired each year through the
Mortgage to Rent Scheme. This aspect of the strategy will at least partially redress the
loss of property through RTB, until its abolition in 2016, and will help a small number of
households facing potential homelessness. It should be noted that Bridgewater is using
funds from its financial reserves to acquire MTR properties. It is by virtue of not having to
borrow to fund the private finance element of MTR acquisitions that the scheme remains
marginally viable, and that ongoing participation remains possible.
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SECTION 9 – VALUE FOR MONEY
Value for money is a concept which has many elements. It has been defined in a variety
of ways and can be difficult to measure objectively. In its broadest sense it measures
how effectively goods or services are either procured or provided, taking account of cost,
quality and the availability of resources to the procurer or provider. In terms of
investment in property assets, Bridgewater’s procurement policy is shaped to reflect this
definition by:
•
•
•
•
•

ensuring compliance with procurement legislation, the Association’s rules and good
practice
using reliable property condition data to target resources
balancing quality and price using whole-of-life economics
recognising that the Board of Management a central role in making decisions about how
and where resources are used
meeting the demands and aspirations of our customers within the constraints of finite
resources

Within the context of property maintenance, investment can be divided into 3 main areas
of activity. The efficiency of delivery of each of these activities has a significant bearing
on the potential efficiency of the others. These are:
•
•
•

Reactive repairs – dealing with defects responsively as they arise
Cyclical repairs – programmed work that ensures that installations remain safe and
efficient and that building components achieve or exceed their anticipated life span.
Major repairs – planned work to replace installations and components when they have
reached the end of their effective lives.

Bridgewater recognises that it must deliver all three areas of activity effectively to create
the maximum possible efficiency and that reliable stock condition data is the starting
point of its investment strategy. The second key element is Bridgewater’s Procurement
Policy. The policy sets out a framework for the full range of procurement activities
undertaken by Bridgewater Housing Association in a way that delivers value for money
and which is fair, objective and transparent. For the purposes of procurement,
Bridgewater is defined as ‘a body governed by public law’ and the policy is designed to
ensure compliance relevant Scottish and EU procurement regulation.
The combination of robust property condition data and a flexible but effective
procurement policy allows Bridgewater to deliver value for money through a range of
procurement methods. The establishment of the I-Flair Framework consortium, which
combines the maintenance programmes of 8 community-based social landlords in
Renfrewshire, East Renfrewshire and Inverclyde, has created a useful and efficient
method of procuring major planned and servicing contracts. The framework also
demonstrates Bridgewater’s commitment to the Scottish Government’s Public Procurement
Reform Programme. Where works, goods or services are procured outside of established
frameworks, Bridgewater’s practice is to advertise procurement opportunities using the Public
Contracts Scotland website using predetermined criteria to identify the economically
advantageous tender for the Association.
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SECTION 10 - CONCLUSIONS
Bridgewater’s Asset Management Strategy is an important element of the Association’s
business planning framework. Using a wide range of reliable historic and contemporary
stock condition and housing need and demand data, we have developed a strategy to get
the best from our assets. Investment in our non-housing assets such as open spaces,
garages and parking areas ensures that our housing estates are attractive places to live
in. Our systems of management deliver targeted investment in our stock, ensuring that
resources are used efficiently and that our stock remains in good condition. Our goal is to
deliver the fundamental quality of housing that our customers demand using strategies
that protect and grow our asset base.
With the exception of a small number of sheltered properties, demand for Bridgewater’s
housing of all types in Erskine is consistently high. Inevitably our capacity to continue to
develop more housing to meet this demand is limited and opportunities to do so are
scarce. Continued participation in the Mortgage to Rent scheme helps to replace
properties lost through soon-to-be-abolished Right to Buy disposals but does not
significantly mitigate the problem of chronic undersupply. For the time being acquisition
of new stock is less pressing than the need to focus our efforts on sustaining our older
stock. The Scottish Government’s requirement for social landlords to meet the Energy
Efficiency Standard for Scottish Social Housing (the EESSH) by 2020 coupled with the
ongoing requirement for all our properties to continue to meet the Scottish Housing
Quality Standard (the SHQS) will be the focal points of investment. When taken together,
bolstered by an effective Procurement Policy which delivers value for money, compliance
with the SHQS and the EESSH will ensure that all Bridgewater’s houses will be energy
efficient and remain SHQS complaint by 2020. The 30-year business plan demonstrates
that Bridgewater’s investment programme will affordably deliver these key objectives
whilst retaining healthy financial headroom. The strategy creates scope to absorb the
unexpected whilst allowing the Association to take advantage of development
opportunities when they come along.
The Asset management Strategy is closely associated with Bridgewater’s Risk
Management Strategy. It identifies where the main risks to our business are and the
likelihood and impact of each risk. It is a dynamic process and under regular review to
ensure that we meet the challenges of a rapidly evolving political and economic
environment. Performance management of key business activities and risk management
are concomitant. Effective data analysis and clarity of reporting allows our Board to make
well informed decisions and exercise excellent standards of governance.
Having healthy levels of demand for all its mainstream housing stock is an enviable
position for any social landlord to be in and allows business planning assumptions to be
made with justifiable confidence. Our investment programme is structured to ensure that
these levels of demand remain high. We know that Bridgewater’s sheltered stock
presents a number of uncertainties in terms of long and medium-term planning, many of
which stem from issues of suitability and accessibility. Despite these uncertainties our
sheltered housing is popular with residents who appreciate the high standards of service
provided by a dedicated and professional Housing Support team. An ageing population
and the shortage of sheltered housing generally within Renfrewshire are likely to
increase demand. It is too early to assess the impact that recently introduced legislation
requiring the integration of health and care services will have on the service.
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Consequently Bridgewater will adopt a wait-and-see approach, at least until the position
becomes clearer.
Bridgewater is not immune to the problems faced by social landlords who own property
within multi-tenure tenemental blocks of flats, and in particular the potential impact this
can have investment programmes. Whilst we have the financial resources to fund future
planned works, many factored owners are either unwilling or unable to meet their
obligations. Our strategy for dealing with these challenges is pragmatic: minimise the risk
of financial loss whilst ensuing that adequate investment is made to protect our tenants
and property assets.
Bridgewater’s non-housing assets are comparatively large for an organisation of our size
and the Association’s maintenance and investment strategies reflect this. Our 500
garages are consistently in demand and provide a modest but reliable source of income.
The scale of unadopted footpaths and car parks is considerable and the obligations
imposed on 2,700 owner-occupiers and 700 tenants to meet the cost of ongoing repairs
and maintenance creates challenges in terms of scale and risk management.
Last but not least is the extensive landscaping that contributes so positively to the quality
of Erskine’s environment. The attractiveness of Bridgewater’s green spaces, and their
importance in sustaining the value of our housing assets, cannot be overstated.
MONITORING AND REVIEW
The Asset Management Strategy will be reviewed every 3 years. If during the course of
other corporate planning and business management activities it becomes apparent that
the Strategy may need to be revised, then earlier review will be undertaken.
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SECTION 11

- APPENDICES

Appendix 1 - Links To Other Key Documents and Reference Material
2014/15 Stock Condition Survey
Anna Evans Consultancy 2010 Sheltered Housing Feasibility and Options Appraisal
Bridgewater HA Business Plan
Bridgewater HA 30- year Investment Programme and 30 year Life Cycle Costings
Bridgewater HA Internal Management Plan
Bridgewater HA Strategic Objectives Review 2014/15
Bridgewater Housing Association http://www.bridgewaterha.org.uk/
Craigforth and Newhaven 2014 Review Of Sheltered Housing In Renfrewshire
DTZ 2011 Stock Valuation Report
Equality and Diversity Policy
Factored Owners Debt Recovery Policy
Factored Owners Written Statement of Services
Lettings Plan 14/15
Procurement Policy
Renfrewshire Council C Strategic Housing Investment Plan
Renfrewshire Council Local Housing Strategy
Rent Arrears Policy
Repairs and Maintenance Policy
Resource Research Tenant Satisfaction Survey
Risk Management Strategy
Scottish Housing Regulator http://www.scottishhousingregulator.gov.uk
Scottish Social Housing Charter http://housingcharter.scotland.gov.uk
Tenant Participation Policy
Tenant Participation Strategy and Action Plan
Void Management Policy
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APPENDIX 2: RISK AND CONTROL LOG/RISK REGISTER
This is the Risk and Control Log and Risk Register of Bridgewater Housing Association updated as at January 2015. All of the main risks which the Association’s
Board have agreed should be monitored and or mitigated against are included, together with information on risks which have been updated and or amended.
It should be noted that the Risk Matrix has been simplified in order to make it easier to identify those risks which pose the most problems for the Association.
Members of the Audit and Scrutiny Sub Committee are asked to consider the relative weighting of the risks and to agree either these or amended weightings.
Significant changes which have been made since the last review are:
Risk 8: This has been upgraded to red because of current increase in RTB applications.
Risk 12: The level has increased to 30 and amber to reflect the uncertainties around pension provision and the impact that this may have on staff retention
and recruitment.
Risk 17: The commentary has been amended to reflect the fact that the Association received a good report from the Care Inspectorate.
Re
f
1.

Risk Area

Impact

Likelihood

Score

Owner

Mitigation

Further Mitigation

Failure to comply
with SHQS
timescale

10

4

40

TSM

Approved
programme and
finance in place

Completion of
programme

2.

Failure to enlist
owner support for
SHQS works

2

2

4

TSM

3.

Unable to meet
financial
commitments
because of cash
flow problems

10

4

40

FM

Grants for some
re-roofing
obtained.
Information
provided to
owner occupiers
Approved
Budget, Cash
Flow Projections,
Management
Accounts and

Action and current status

Mile-stones are currently being
met. Current compliance is at
97%.
New SCS in progress.
Report for Board by the Internal decisions taken in
end of the year.
relation to abeyances and
Revise SDP and
exemptions. A total of 38
milestones
properties fail with 18 of those
falling within the abeyance and
dispensation categories.
Change terms of
Excess RTB Account closed and
reference for Audit and money transferred to high
Scrutiny Committee.
interest bearing account. The
Corporate Debt policy to terms of reference of the Audit
be developed.
and Scrutiny Committee have
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4.

Inability to provide
service because of
IT failures

10

2

20

DIR

5.

Loss of income
because of a loss of
demand and
increase in voids.

10

4

40

HSM

6.

Loss of income due
to Welfare Reform

8

10

80

HSM

Treasury
Management.
Quarterly
discussion on
cash flow.
Support Contract
in place with IT
Consultancy.
Administrator
training given to
staff.
IT Focus group
given delegated
authority to
develop and
implement ICT
strategy
New Allocations
Policy being
implemented.
Waiting List
being managed
and maintained.
Considerable and
sustained
investment in
stock
Preparation of
implementation
Plan with FLAIR
Organisations.
Training for staff.

been changed

Complete Disaster
Recovery Plan

Investigate possibility of
employing in house ICT support
staff. ICT Officer now in post and
already making an impact in
terms of service delivery and
financial savings.

Void Management
policy to be updated
Letting Standard to be
developed
Asset Management Plan
to be up-dated

Void policy approved in January
012
Letting Standard approved in
January 012
New Allocations policy launched
in October.

Protocol to be signed
with RC about the
disclosure of
information on affected
tenants.

Board Report on Welfare Rights
Advice in January
Liaison with RC over joint
communications strategy
Welfare Rights Officer hours
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Information to
customers.
Liaison with RC
about Bedroom
Tax customers.
Welfare Rights
Officer group
established with
RC strategic
issues.
Allocations Policy
changed.

7.

Increase in arrears
due to high annual
rent increases

10

6

60

HSM

Commitment to
no more than
inflation plus 1%.
Inflation only
increase in 11/12

Review Demand
Consider the
appointment of an in
house Welfare Rights
Officer (Employability
Officer).
Review Rent Arrears
Policy and Procedure.
Compile Impact
Assessment on affected
tenants.
Work with Credit Union
and others to
investigate direct
payment solutions.
Review payment
methods

Review of rent
structure.
Agree new rent increase
process.
Consider CPI figure for
increases.

extended
Allocations policy amended to
allow downsizing
Interviews with affected tenants
ongoing.
Impact Assessment being carried
out.
Substantial funding received as
part of FLAIR bid for increased
Welfare Rights and support for
tenants.
Supporting a further bid for
Lottery funding for additional
poverty related support.
DHP applications being
maximised.
Funding received for poverty
related work and increase in
Welfare Rights provision agreed.
Report on Rent Structure Review
in October.
Rent Harmonisation Working
Group established in December
11.
Tenant consultation to agree
new rent increase process in
December 12.
Agree rent increase for 12/13.
New Rent Structure being
implemented. Phase two of the
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8.

Loss of income due
to an increase in
Right to Buy

10

6

60

DIR

9

A detrimental
effect on our
reputation and
financial loss
through loss of
Charitable Status

10

4

40

DIR

10
.

Detrimental impact
on the
Association’s long
term viability.

10

6

60

FM

Investment in
housing and
environment.
Good customer
service
Good reputation
Good repairs
service
Mortgage to Rent
purchases
Framework of
Governance.
Guidance for
Charitable
Trustees.
Training for new
Board members.
Consideration of
Charitable Issues
on all Board
Reports.
Achieve
2%savings
annually on
Association
Budget.
Involvement with
the IFLAIR

Obtain agreement from
tenants for extension of
RTB moratorium for a
further ten years.

new structure to be actioned in
14/15.
Increases being kept at minimum
levels
Approval obtained in March 012.
Scottish Government has
announced the end of RTB.
Need to monitor level of RTB in
the meantime.

Review Framework of
Governance.
Review roles and
responsibilities for
Board Members.
Issue further guidance
for Board Members on
Charitable Status.

Much of this work has been
delayed because of the ongoing
work that the SFHA has been
doing in relation to the Rules and
the Code of Governance for
Committee Members. However
there has been some movement
with the adoption of the
Succession Planning Policy and
Plan..

Regular monitoring of
expenditure
Review Governance
Arrangements for Risk,
Financial Management
and Governance.

Review Budget and Budget
process
Implement more focussed
scrutiny of finance issues.
Consider appointing a “critical
friend” to the Chair of the Audit
and Scrutiny committee.
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11
.

Loss of income
10
through arrears and
bad debts

6

60

HSM

12

Organisation
instability because
of poor staff
retention.

6

4

24

DIR

13

Organisation
instability and poor
governance due to
a lack of
recruitment of
Board Members

8

6

48

DIR

Procurement
initiative.
Involvement in
Government
Work Placement
initiatives.
Robust Arrears
Policy
Introduction of
Welfare Rights
advice.
Involvement in
Housing Benefit
Liaison Meetings.
Recruitment
Policy.
HR Policies
Membership of
EVH
FE Policy
Training Policy
Investors in
People
Accreditation
FLAIR
Membership
News Letters
AGM
Tenants
Conference

Brief prepared, discussion taken
place with consultants.
Implementation to be agreed.

Develop a corporate
debt policy.
Renew focus on arrears.
Review Arrears Policy
and Procedure.

Carry out organisational
review in the new year

Identify necessary skills
through audit

Approve corporate debt policy in
January
Re-establish Housing Benefit
liaison meeting in January
Arrears Procedure reviewed in
September 0/12.
Internal Audit Procedure to be
reviewed in November 0/12.
Internal audit of arrears
processes taken place.
Brief for organisational review to
be developed.
Organise staff away day
Organise committee away day.
Difficulties experienced in
organising away days.
May be issues relating to
decisions about pensions
Three new committee members
co-opted and going through
training currently.
Adopt new code of governance
for Board Members
Regulator producing Code of
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14

Loss of income
through contract
over runs.

8

4

32

TSM

15

Affect on the
organisations
reputation and loss
of income due to
fraud.

10

2

20

FM

16

Loss of income
8
through a reduction
in Housing Support
Grant from RC.

8

64

HSM

17

Affect on
reputation and loss
of status through a
poor report from
the Care
Inspectorate.

4

2

8

HSM

18
.

Loss of funding
through the loss of

8

6

48

CRM

Word of Mouth
Training for
Board Members
Tender Policy
Framework
Agreement
Appointment of
Clerk of Works
Financial
Regulations
Treasury
Management
Procedures
Framework of
Governance
External Audit
Service reviewed
Strict Budget
Control

Develop Cash flow for
each project

Governance.
Adverts placed in Evening Times
and Bridgewater News
Include Cash Flow in quarterly
report.
Quarterly report now including
cash flow

Develop programme of
internal audit/peer
review

Implement internal audit
programme
Tender for External Audit
Services
Consultant appointed and one
project undertaken in relation to
arrears

Investigate Intensive
Housing Management
funding
Explore new services
through the change
fund.
Implement recent
inspection
recommendations.

Discussed change fund with RC
but not an option at this stage.

Appropriate
Management
Control.
Senior
responsible
member for staff.
Qualified Staff
Staff Supervision.
Contract
Review Work Practices
Meetings in Place Tight Budget Control

Develop Policy Programme for
approval.
Problems experienced because
of senior staff sickness.
Inspection due at end of October
Inspection carried out and good
report received
Contract for three years awarded
to Bridgewater
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the Care and Repair
Project.
19

Increase in
expenditure
without
corresponding
income through
Wider Action work.
Breach of Health
And Safety
Legislation and
Requirements.

6

4

24

DIR

8

6

48

DIR

21
.

Breach of Lending
Covenants.

10

6

60

FM

22

Threat to the
Association’s
business through a
failure to diversify
and grow.

6

6

36

DIR

20
.

Additional
Funding secured
from Change
Fund
Wider Role
Strategy
Wider Role
Assessment
Process.

Secure additional
funding
Respond to new
proposals using the Risk
Management Process.

Review Wider Role Strategy.
No new wider role activities
undertaken.

Health and
Safety Control
Manual.
Health and
Safety Audit
Health and
Safety Working
Group
Meeting with
Business
Manager
Clarification from
Nationwide
about
requirements.
Business Plan
Committee
Strategic Away
Day
Tenants
Conference

Review Health and
Safety Control Manual

Implement Health and Safety
Audit recommendations

Set up next liaison
meeting.

Produce Schedule of
requirements and report
annually.

Review of external
environment.
Exploit new initiatives
(Community Jobs Fund,
Change Fund).

New Business Plan approved
Approval given by RC for Change
Fund Posts.
Change fund posts appointed.
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23
.

Detrimental affect
on our reputation
and a loss of
customers through
lack of service
improvement.

8

6

48

DIR

24
.

Loss of income and
a vulnerability to
merger because of
the economic
climate.

10

4

40

DIR

25
.

Failure to deliver
Rashielee North on
Budget.

2

2

4

TSM

26

Increase in Pension
Deficit
Contributions and

6

8

48

FM

Operational
Plans Approved.
New Complaints
Policy approved
Tenant Led
Inspections
Customer
Satisfaction
Survey.
Good governance
Arrangements.
Good SHR
Report.
Risk
Management
Process in place
Service
Improvement nt
Plans in place
Strict Financial
Control in place
Partnership
Working in place.
Development
Agent appointed
Clerk of Works
appointed
Strict Financial
Control in place
Closed final
salary scheme to
new entrants

Develop Charter Report
for Customers

Publish Draft Charter.

Project complete on time and on
Budget.

Consider other pension
options.
Consult with staff

Vast amount of information
provided to committee,
inclouding independent advice
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future financial
risks

27

Failure to address
8
the seven key risk
factors identified
by the Scottish
Housing Regulator
in its Analysis of the
Finances of RSLs

4

32

DIR

Obtaining
independent
advice about the
future of the final
salary scheme
Separate Board
Paper to the
Board.
Separate analysis
of the risks

Annually review the
risks in conjunction with
the overall risk strategy,
register and plan.

See separate Matrix
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